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IDEOLOGY

SELF-MANAGEMENT - THE SOCIAL ANP NATIONAL
LIBEBATION OF MAN

Every process, and this is particularly applicable to social
processes, has its high points, condensed periods of time when
steps are taken that gulde development in new and more efficiënt
directions, when society sloughs off that which has become an
obstacle and makes an endeavour to find answers to questions,
both passing and long-term in nature. During these condensed
periods, all the contradictions deriving froin development come
to the surface. All;social ihterésts clamorously take the stage.
The ir corïfrontation and coordination frequently acquire dramatic
forms and directions. At such times it is up to the politically
conscïous and vanguard forces to fight for and establish orient-
ations that will propel social processes forward toward the
set objectives and assüre the maximum satisfaction of the vital
intérests of the largest possible number of members of the
community.

The present changes in the political and social system in Yugo-
slavia are precisely one of these condensed periods, a cross-
roads as it were, and not for the peoples of the. Yugoslav com-
munity alone. Thëy are extremely meaningful also for the fate
of socialism as a movement, in its entirety, precisely because
they are in line with the struggle for liberation of the working
class and man, for their total social and national emancipation,
for self-management. Because of the comprehensive and
profound nature of the social changes it eugehders, self-manage-
ment brooks no shörtcuts. There are also objectiire contra-
dictiohs, as well as difficulties and resistance that are subjec-
tive in source, hampering the more rapid advancement of self-
management. All that might be summed up as obsolete, that
traces its roots to the still living remnants of socio-economic
relations from the near and distant past, that still exists in the
institutions and political structures of Yugoslav society, in the
minds of people, offers' resistance and surrenders tp what is
new only with difficulty.

In the discussion of the constitutional changes; political system;
socio-èconomic, class and national relations, some extremist
demands have been put forward which are tantamount to the
negation of "the very foundations of these changes, the hegation
or contradiction of self-management and direct démocracy; all
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of these may be classified into two types of what we might condi-
tionally call doctrinairism. The first type appears in the form
of insistence on a mono lithic, society and the second on dis-
integration and isolationism. The champions of the former are
unwilling to see their partners as. equals, in unity, although on
this depends everything that we consider unified and common,
and also the future of the commpn gpod in the social, material
and spiritual spheres; the latte,r aréincapable of perceiving
that in modern times all maJDtfestfttions, of life are bound to-
gether in their separation, that separateness can exist only in
a relationship of interdependence with pthers, for otherwise this
separateness is irrationally ostehsible and témporary. Both
extremes have political and economie monopoly inherent in them,
irrespective of whether they are generated by such monopoly
or generate it themselves. Both extremes belong to the catego-
ry of historically obsolescent relationships or the ideologies of
force; both forms of extremism are essentially undemocratic,
intolerant, generators of mistrust and bias, social and national,
showing lack of faith in human solidarity and engendering
chauvinism.

The problem of the relationship between the general and the
particular, the individual and the commpn good is as old as the
human community itself. It arose when people began to live
togetner in cojmmunities, no matter how primitive. What is,
involved here is material and social development, class
relations, freedom and non-freedom - individual, class and
national. golving the problem of the relationship between the
individual and the cpmmunity. the particular and the general,
depends on the dëgree of material culture, on the socip-
economic foundations and the nature of relationships in
production.

The stability and durability of a system have depe ided on the
extent to which it solved this relationship. Class societies,
systems of class rule in which human labour could be appropriated
on the basis of property, inheritance, management or other
class features, could solve this problem only temporarily.
Parallel with material and spiritual development and progr^ss,
and the development of class struggle, this problem, pr^bjatter
said this complex of relations and interests, has^alw^ysf,arisen
in new form. Each time it was resolved in a new .wa^j by,,'
evolution or revolution.
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Socialism as a society in which socialist social relations are
being created, also f aces this problem. True, unequally and
unevenly so, not only as between various socialist countries,
but also in a single country at various, stag es of revolution
and development. Yugoalav society also encounters this problem
in; its. development of a modern socialist community. :

The expropriation of the bourgeoisie and nationalization of the
means of production do not automatically solve the problem. It
can be solved on a more lasting basis only parallel with solu-
tion of the question of material and spiritual development and
emancipation of the working class and man as an individual
from all forms of alienation, social and national inequality and
lack of freedom. . ; ,.;•;

In Yugoslav society, the two extremes of monolithism and
isolationism have appea.red more intens i vely during periods of
economie ,and political difficulties when society faces dilemmas
or exists;in^ stofte5>fprolooged,wn?ertftipty. However, to the
extent to which society's progressive forces succeeded in finding
the right Bolutions to the economie and political requirements
of development, to the extent that the foundation of the sygtem r
and of policies was broader amd thg, working; man and working
class played a greater economie and political role, to'thfr s-, : •
extent that political and ecpnpnye.idemoeracyi national equality:„
and the sovereignty of peoples - that is, self-maaagement, •
str ength^ned, to thg.t extenfe were contradictipns surxnounted , :
more effectively, the material and social roota of unitarism and
isolationism nipped more easöy and the less national intolerance,
force andthreatsto maii'sJiberly; there were. • ; , r

Many of the laws goyerning prpoesses taking place in Yugo-
slavia are also at wprk in.;Other places, bothi% socialist and
capitalist countries, to one extentflr the other. Unfaypurabl-e
manifestations and tendencies-pr opposition of a; soeial of
ideological nature which appear in this country, .although they
may resemble or have some affinity with similar ones abroad,
must first of all be conceived as reflecting the state of our
material and social being. It is not inherent in the socialist
democratie movement to label all disagreement, provincialism,
spiritual and religious backwardness, the consumer spirit and
egoism as representing deviations, anti-patriotism and treason.
If the revolutionary objectives of society are to be achieved
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then political and economie democracy, national equality and
tolerance must strenthen thröugh the advaneëment of self-8-
management and direct democTacyi thereby coordinating and
solving the relationship between the individual and the com-
mon good, the narrow attd thé broad'interest, and transcending
disagreements and antagonistó;r'baclcwardness and provincialism,
imitation and the uncritical aoceptance of foreign^ imported
models. - : • > " :-i•'i-n1?«•••' : • " • • " : . - • - - , ; ' . • .

The unified Yugoslav political móVèiiieiit personified by the
Socialist Alliahce, its all-pëoplétÉl èimöcratie and patriotic
character and the need for it toplia^ II gröwing role in society,
is the best political response tö'ali :thdëÖ ?w&o are countlng on
disunity in Yugoslavia. The Socialist AÜiance is at the same
time an immeasurable politica! force on which test both the
system and the resolve of the community té delend by force of
arme the integrity, sovereignty and democratkj ;self-ma«aged
order of the Socialist Federal Bepublic of Yugostevia^afad èa-en
one of its members. , * • • '

A society lifce>that of Yugoslavia, striving for Tövöhitionsifcy
objectives and democratie transformation, is all the more in
need of revolutlonary theoryand an ideological vanguard
capable of elucidatiag various phenomena and mobilifcing-tne ' '
working class and all the working people for implementattón
of the prOgramme of éeonomic and social development and
steady advanoement towards the goal of the full econom td -aiid
political emancipation of the workihg class and the individual
man; ' ' * ' '

The durability and stability of such advancèment depend in
large measure On the democracy and ntobillty of the political
moveraent-'itsèlf, on its ability to stimulstë the achievement
of consensus in line with self-management, to bring the in-
terests of the working people on to the political and social
stagev to make political iastitutions and the entire system more
responsible tóthe social base and to line them up more closely
with the authentic interests of self-management, direct de-
mocracy and national equality, to develop into an organization
for political consensus and unified action in the endeavour tö
strengthen the system of self-management in terms of gFeater
democracy for the masses and for the working class rather
than for social elites. ,; < ^ \ > ( ,

The Yugoslav socialist movement has behind it a long road
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and wealth of experience in the struggle foï national and social
liberty and ifor a humane society that fully releases human ...
potentials. ipunning the risks of foreign pressures and interna!
conflicts and disproportions, underdevelopment and demands
for modernization, our movement has at all crossroads found
the strength and power to transform a step backward into a 9tep
forward, a crisis into incentive for new searches and new
achievements; it has succeeded in avoiding the pitfalls of fatal
disagreements with the working class which many others in
Europe have not managed to evade. The present constitutional;!
changes in this country, attended by heightened tones and rising
temperatures, misunderstandings and confusion, demonstrate
that aocial changes, particularly when they touch upon the
sphere of alienate,d political and economie power, cannot unfold
painlessly. They also show that at such times, progressive,
cleariy,t-Toriea)ted forces BiiUSt.play Unactive-role, while taking
into consideration and respecting the interests of the entire
community and «ach individual member of It.

1 (Bêview of International Affairs, Belgrade)

GR OWING SOVtET CfifTTlClSM O F YUGOS±AV THEOR ETÏCÏAKB

Summary: P ecentty, incréaslngly harsh attacks against
Yugoslav phi|osbphërs, söciólógists and ecoübmists haVe
been appear ing in Söviét scholar'iy publications. A 'major
target of the SóVièt articles'ts thé gtoüp idehtified wlth

j Praxis. THe föllowtng repctrt ^irMridës1^ s|öft review of
the two of the most important articlës to have appeared

:,.'recently. . • . . ; . ' • i - ^ , . - •., • . - . i • . . , . • • ; • • • K , : . i . . • ' '
The 70-yeÜr oldphitósophër M.B. Mitin, chairman of the

Scientific Councll tór ^roblems of Economie Trends Abröad in
ths. Acadéïny of Sciences of thé TJSSB, püblished ah arttcle in
thé tóst issue of Voprosy filoso'fii iö which hè deals with the
struggle'against bourgeois ideólogy and anti-communisni. (1)
Mitin dirécts his polemics at Yugoslav CommüniBt theprètïcians,
claiming: that they are basiéally t'odls of anti^cbirifinianism. Hè
bases this assumption on Yugoslav propagatibn of a'thesis Xvhlch
is widely aeeepted in Marxist circles; namely that the Soviet
model of society is not urüversal in nature and ffiat it is not
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binding for other socialist countrles. Mltin does not attempt to
analyze the arguments, but confines himself to claim ing that this
very thesis serves the weakening and undermining of the inter-
national socialist community:

In order to achieve this goal, the concept, so to speak, of
long-term strategie action is inltially spread - the concept of
the "non-universality" of the model of the Octobef Revolution,
the thesis of the "conservatlve;nature" of the Soviet Unton
which is allegedly blocklng thé cöntemporary progressive
development of socialism, of both the social system as weü
as the international'system, the thesis of the theoretical'
necessity of a growing pluralis m in the social organization
ofanewtype, of a pluralism which, according to the ideaö
of lts propagandiste, should bury generarl conformity in
socialist development and hollow out everything international
(and) held in common which is essential for thé transltion from
capitalism to socialism» for the development of the unfolding
socialist society and the further progress of communism. (2)

Following this enormously long sentence, the retired philo-
sopher Mitin, who merits the title of party philosopher, attacks
B. Pribicevic, professor at Belgrade University, and author
of the book Relations Between Socialist Forces, (3) Hls judge-
ment of this work is given in the following words:

Such a cynical book, claiming tobe a theoretical analysis of
cöntemporary problems in the world socialist system, but in
truth aiming at decomposing and diyiding the socialist
countries and the international socialist movement, bas not
come out for a long time. (4) , . ,

Mitin is especially irritated by Professor Privlcevic's claim
that the "elements of pluralis m are becoming more and more
the typical characteristic of the life of a communist party".
Mitin claims that everything speaks for the contrary, and refers
to the resolutiens of the international meeting of communist and
workers' parties on unity in the struggle against imperialism,
which were passed^n the presence of guests who were repre-,
sentatlves of Üie communist, natiönal den\ocratic and leftist
socialist parties, at the 24Öi Party Congrëss.

Pluralistic Marxism Serving Anti-CömmUglsm

S.M. Morozov has published an article in the reputable
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journal, Filosofskje nauki, dealing entirely with "pluralistic
Marxism". (5) Hls polemics are dlrected against the Praxis
group. He does not limit himself to the Yugoslav philosophers
and SQCioIógists, but deals also with those Czechoslovak com-
munist theoreticians who were publishing their articles in
Yugoslav journals in 1967/68 or emigratëd io Yugoslavla. The
main thrüst of his attacks are directed at the Yugoslav Marxist
theorettcian Predrag Vtanicki; author of the wéll'-known work,
A History of Marxism. and at the philosopher A. Stojkovic,
Morozov cites Vranicki's thesis accordlng to which the particular
characteristics of individoal countries resutt in practlcë, in a
variety of tkeoretical concepts, not only in various methods»
This thesis, which certalnly conforms to the spirit of Marxism,
is treated by Morozov as follows: !

According to this "theory", every communist couneïy and
every communist party could and sHould have<their öwn
vaïfiation of Marxist philosophy and their own Marxist structure
based on their own experiences. The other varlations of
Marxist philosophy, whatever they ar,e called, are supposed
to take their place next to dtalectlc nistörix»! materialism.
Litèrally, this means that in such a case Mai*xlsm woüld not
be the only theory, if It were branched out, bui would eonsist
of various currents and come from different root»,*... In
essettóe, the theory of pluralistic Marxisoa-denies the principle
and criterium of, a onifted theoretical constructldn. Thus, it
does oét strengthen the ties between revolütionaïy theory and
revoluttonary practice; on the contrary, it destroya thém, as
was the oase with Kar l Kautsky and other theoreticians of the
the 2nd Intepnational. (6)

Morozov cpncludès: .
The problem, of different variations of Marxism arose In re-
visionist literature as an attempt to contrast the soeial-re-
formlst view wjfh the outlook of Lenin's theory, an attempt
which is basiqatly directed at refuting Leninism as the theory
and pfactjce of the spcialist revolutiori and as a new ^tage in
the^ deveiopment :bf Marxist philosophy. The adherents of
pluralism represent Leiiïnïsm as the "Eastern" varlation of
Marxism... which basicaily Complies with the conditions in
countries with a ïarge rural pbpulation, while the industrially
developed countries nèed other "Western" variations of
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Marxism, behind the mask of which the theories of rightist
Social Democracy are generally hiding. Thé philösopher-
revisionists try to apply the characterlstics óf contemporary
bourgeois philosophy and to dissölve the latter in one of the
many other philosophical "Ism'è". (7)

Particularly the Czech philosopherM. ,Prucha is attacked for
having conducted such "experiments at watering down". The
"pluralistic" theory, or as Morpzov oalls it, "polyvariated
Marxism", is only an expression of:

the ideology of the petit bourgeoisie, which, as we know,
swings back and forth between proletariat and bourgeoisie,
according to which is exerting the greatest influence. By
closely identifying with the concept of "national eommunism",
a concept which by nature aspires to a division of the working
class and to a division of the peoples in the socialist countries,
pluralism is directed at the internal disintegration of socialist
ideology. (8)

Yugoslav Emigrant Invplved in Polemic
"Anthropological problema" play an important role in the Soviet

discussions of Yugoslav and Czechoslovak theoreticians. The
topic of "alienation" is of central importance. Characteristic of
this discussion is the publication of an article by Stance Markovic
Brailovic, candidate of philosophical sciences and a schoüur at
the Institute for Philosophy at the A cademy of Sciences, in
Voprosy filosofii directly after Mitin'a artlclei (9) Brailovic
is apparently a Yugoslav emigrant who has successfully made
his way into the ranks of the Soviet philosophical elite; He
claims that a group of philosophers in Yugoslavia, as well as
putside the country (for example, the French ^larxist,,' Eogér
Garaudy), are directing their efforts at a "rapprochement" of
Marxism and existentlalism; in other words, at a rapproche-
ment with the phenomenologist philosophy upon wfhich exist-'
entialism is, in part, based. In Yugoslavia, the philosopher
G. Petrovic, as well as D. Filipovic arid otheré, are supposed
to belong to this gróup. The article"contains a critica!
examination of the German philosopher, Martin Heideggér,"*
As the latter had characterized Mar^ as the "philosopher óf
alienation", the Yugoslkvs and "revisionist" philosophers in
general are, in Brailovic's optnion, "trying to use Heidegger's
arguments for a Marxist "theory of alienation". Brailovic
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concentrates above all on an article which Petrovic dedicated
to Heidegger on his 80th birthday and in which Petrovic re-
commended that Marxists engage in a "fruitful dialogue" with
Heidegger.

Mitin's Call to the Philosophers: To the Offenslve

To be sure, these polemics against the Yugoslav philosophers
and sociologists are part of the campaign bei tig conducted by
the Soviet leadership against the "Yugoslav model" in general.
Similar criticism is directed, for example, at the Yugoslav
economie model or at adherents of "socialist market theories".
On the other hand, however, the polemics are also symptomatic
of the party leadership's efforts to move Soviet theoreticians
to a crusade against "revisionists" in general. In his article,
Mitin admits that "some of the basic problems of the contemporary
ideological struggle have ixit yet been illuminated sufficiently",
that "there are still many unsolved problems". (10)

Mitin lists the following deficiencies which must still be over-
come:

a) the lack of a basic text on the bourgeois concepts of the
scientific-technological revolution;

b) the lack of basic research into the historie role of the
working class in the contemporary wörld;

c) the lack of critical studiec on the ideas of such "rightist"
theoreticians as Bochenski, Vetter, Brzezinski, Fainsod,
Ulam, Wolfe, Löwenthal, etc., as well as the theories of
Frankfurt School (Adorno, Habermas, Fromm) and the
TUbingen School (Fetscher, etc.)

Mitin also lists a number of tasks which the Soviet philosophers
have yet to carry out,; leavlng the question unanswered as to who
is to solve them, and how. There are very few Soviet philosophers
who have followed recent developments in Marxist philosophy
outside the Soviet Union, and who would thus be in a position to
keep polemics with these Marxist theoreticians on a scholarly
level. Actually, the Party should not really need to conduct
such a discussion with "revisionist" philosophers, for, in the
Marxist-Leninist sense, philosophy, as a social science, does
not have the task of dealing with "philosophizlng", but of
helping the Party in its political-pedagoglcal work. This is the
explanation for the congealed state of Soviet philosophy and for
its defensive nature.
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(1) M. B. Mitin, "Problemy bor' by protiv burzhuaznoy ideologii
i antikommunizma", Voprosy filosofii. No. 7/1971, p. 28, et seq.
(2) Ibid., p. 35
(3) B. Pribicevic, Odnosi izmedju Socijalistickih snaga.
Belgrade, 1963.
(4) Mitin, loc.cit., p. 35
(5) S.M. Morozov, "O revizionistskoy kontseptsii 'poly-
variantnogo marksizma", Filosofskie nauki. No. 4, July.
(6) Ibid.. p. 125.
(7) Ibid.. p. 129.
(8) Ibid.. p. 130
(9) S. M. Brailovic, "Ob odnoy popytke sbizheniya marksizma
i eksistentsializma", Voprosy filosofii. No. 7/1971, p. 39

(10) Mitin, loc, cit.. p. 38

(Radio Free Europe Besearch)

SPOTLIGHT ON CHINA'S CADBES

The Chinese press has had much to say in recent months on the
need to improve leadership at all levels. In these commentaries,
Chinese cadres have been repeatedly admonished for their
alleged "arrogance, complacency, and erroneous ways". The
Chinese Party journal, B e d F l a g, has also joined in the
campaign. Since its New Year's editorial on the subject, no less
than 20 articles dealing with leadership problems have appeared
in B e d F l a g.

While much of this criticism encompasses ideological short -
comings, various editorials have frankly admitted that senior
cadres are reluctant to accept instructions from higher levels
because central directives do not take into account "special"
conditions in the provinces. Local authorities, for example, have
been taken to task for questioning offiöial guidelines on the
development of small-scale rural industries on a geographically
decentralized basis.

Studying Mao's Philosophy

China's cadres are told that, if they are bewildered by their
present plight, they have only to read five essays on philosophy
by Mao Tse-tung. These are On Contradictions and On Practice
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written in 1937; the 1957 article, On the Correct Handling of
Contradictions Among the People; a 1957 speech before the
CCP's National Propaganda Conference; and the 1963 article,
Wbere Do Correct Ideas Come From? These five essays are
said to provide the criteria for deciding which cadres are taking
the right road and which are guilty of "erroneous ways".
Significantly, the five philosophical tracts have apparently re-
placed the "Little Bed Book" of quotations by Chairman Mao as
prime instructional works. Chinese planners may well have come
to the conclusion that the"Little Bed Book", originally designed
for use by People's Liberation Army personnel, is of limited
value in the cadre training program.

The "Mao philosophy" campaign was introduced in 1970, with
daily media accounts of how cadres were benefiting from Mao's
five philosophic essays. A jpint People's Dallv-Bed Flag-
Liberation Army Daily National Day editorial on October l noted
that leading cadres at all levels, and senior cadres in particular,
were in "special" need of Mao's guidance. The rationale of the
campaign was later outlined in an editorial in Nanking's New
China Daily on October 28, which, among othérthings, lauded
Mao's philosophy as "the theoretical foundation of the proletarian
revolutionary line and the essence and basis of the Thougat
of Mao Tsetung". In a practical sense, however, the campaign
was probably inspired by the suspicion that Chinese cadres were
beginnihg to feel complacent at a time when Peking leaders were
particularly concerhed about political and economie priorities.

, .'.'May 7" Cadre Schools

The Chinese press contihues to give considerable publicity
to a thought reform program for cadres thröugh work and study
at "May 7" cadre schools:1 The name of the schools sterns from
a "special instruction" issued by Mao on May 7, 1967, stating:
"Go ing down to do manual labor gives vast numbèrs of cadres
an excellent opportunity to study once again". According to
Peking's New China- News Agency (NCNA), currently some
90, 000 government and Party cadres aTè attending more than
100 "May 7" schools. Behabilitatioh reportedly involves
intensive political indoctrination and arduous physical labor.

A recent article in B e d F l a, g suggests that the cadre
schools will be around for a long time. According to the article:
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"The operation of 'May 7' cadre schools is not merely for the
purpose of re-educating the cadres not on active duty, because
according to Chairman Mao's instruction, the cadres on active
duty must also be sent down group by group to do manual work.
We must regard the sending of cadre to do manual work as
a system and firmly adhere to it over a long time...
We must seriously regard the successful and indefinite operation
of 'May 7' cadre schools as a great plan against revisionism
in the next hundred years".

In one of his essays on philösophy, Where Do Correct Ideas
Come From, Mao makes much of the lack of expertise among
China's cadres. It is therefore necessary, he'wrote:

"to educate the cadres in the dialectical materialist theory
of knowledge, so that they can oriënt their thinking correctly,
become good at investigation and study and at summing up
experience, overcome difficulties, commit fewer mistakes,
do their worKbetter, and struggle hard".
Inexperience must be an even greater problem now, following

the dismissal in the Cultural Bevolution of so many professionals,
With a National People's Congress and a new five-year economie
plan in the offing,r Peking must delegat e increasing responsibility
to the cadres for the mobilization of the country's productive
energies. There is, however, a strong suggestion in the recent
outpouring of press commentaries that, while the Chinese leader-
ship in Peking may expect the cadres to shoulder new burdens,
it nonetheless has some apprehension.that their lack of political
fervor and experience may wreek even the most well-laid plans.

Cadres are Peking's "transmission belt" for the traosforming
of centrally-formulated policy into actión by the masses; Chinese
press comment, however, leaves little doubt that reluctance
to commit themselves to once-condemned policies is obstructing
efforts to stimulate the peasants into greater efforts. There
is also in this comment clear evidence of dilemma plaguing
Chinese planners: how can cadres be created who are, and
will remain, both "red and expert" - officials, technicians
and activists who are both ideologically pure and administratively
efficiënt. '

(Current Scène - Developments in Mainland China,
Hong-Kong)
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POLITICS

CHINA. THE USA. AND THE USSR

Dr Ranko Petkovic
The presages of normalization in relations between the USA

and the People's Republic of China have placed a number of
new political themes on the agenda, among them the following
one: what kind of changes may be expected in future in the
relations between the three superpowers - China, the USA and
USSR ?

Before endeavouring to reply to this question, let us see how
relations between the thïree superpowers have developed in the
post-war period. •

The first variant: the fasSR and China in confrontation with
the USA. Actually, this refers to relations between the USSR and
China on one side and the USA on the other during the first ten-
odd post-war years, that is, from the time of the founding of
the PR China in 1949 to the rif t between the PR China and the
USSR at the end of the fifties. This was the period that sa>v the
flaring up, the culmination and the extinction of the cold war,
the period of blo c division of the world in accordance with
ideological and pblitical criteria. Although the PR China did not
formally belong to the military bloc created at that time by the
USSR, the two big socialist countries behaved and acted as allies
in international relations. Confrontation between them and the
USA was particularly sharp during the Korean War which was,
apart from other things, a sizing up of the military power of
the USA and PR China and an acrimonious political duel between
the USA and USSR.

The second variant: the superpowers in confrontation "each
on its own". ifhis was the period of cleavage between thé USSR
and PR China "towards the end of the fifties and up to the in-
ception of bilateralism between the tJSA and USSR in recent
years. All the superpowers were in a state of confrontation
with each other. The rift between the USSR and PR China
reached its culmination in boundary conflicts and territorial
claims. Relations between the USA and PR China hit a new
low during Johnsón's escalation of the war in Vietnam. The
USA and USSR confrontéd each other tn various geographic
and political spheres, particularly within the context of the
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war in the Middle East, the foei of conflict in Southeast Asia,
and so on.

Although in the final analysis each one of the superpowers has
its own interests and objectives, in consequence of which the
period when "everyone is against everyone else" might have
stretched out interminably in their mutual relations, it did not
do so in view of the possibilities for partnership and for gains
to be won from a game of roulette between the threesome.

The third variant: partnership between the USA and USSB and
the isolation of China. After the waning of the cold war in which
the USA and USSB had been the principal protagonists, a
constellation took shape in which a growing degree of relativè
identity of interests was demonstrated in relations between
the USA and USSB where the world's business was concerned,
particularly as regards the regulation of their mutual relations
and respect for their mutual interests as well as in the direct
or indirect isolation of PB China from decisionmaking on major
international issues. Conducive to such a development, or even
predetermlning it, were the boundary clashes between the
USSB and China, the sharp confrontation between the USA and
China over Vietnam, Taiwan and so on, on the one hand, and
arrangements between the USA and USSB in the sphere of nuclear
armament and certain other spheres, on the pther.

This period stiU endures and will probably continue to b,e
prolonged as the USA and PB China endeavour to achieve some
sort of rapprochement. For the moment, it would be difficult
to imagine the USA as willing to sacrifice its relatiyely good
relations with the USSB for the sake of normalizing relations
with the EP China. Bapprochement between the USA and PB
China does not preclude the further advanoem,ent of the
dialogue with the USSB. However, neither, can we exclude the
possibility of certain negative repercussions of the American-
Chinese rapprochement on American-Soviet relations although,
we repeat, this should not assume undue proportions, at least
not in the near future.

The fouréh variant: partnership between the ,USA and PB C,hina
against the USSB? This variant is more a theorètical than a
practical possibility and is based above all on the pujjjicistiq
euphoria provoked by the recent news of President Ni^wn's
planned visit to the PB China. It would be <JiffjleuJt;'itp/ïtód in the
present international constellation any objèctlve faciors which
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could cause such a redeployment among the superpowers.
The fifth variant: a triumvirate of the superpowers? This is

a theoretical although also to a certain extent a reaiistic
possibility. Two of the three superpowers, the USA and USSB,
have demonstrated in their diplomatic practice that they are in
certain circumstances inclined to the establishment of spheres
of influence and that they are likely to accept arrangements
which delimit and consecrate their interests. The unknown
quantity is and is not the PB China which is only beginning to
participate in the world's work and which is still waiting to
assume its legitimate responsibilities in the international
community. One could find, in the history of the PB China and
in its present political and economie situation, arguments for
the thesis that precludes any sucp pretensions on its part
within the confines of the trianglè of superpowers. However,
there is certainly an objèctive affinity among the big powers for
deciding in the name of and at the expense of other countries.
In one scheme which appeared in the world press, a triumvirate
of the superpowers could rest on delimitation of interests
between the USA and USSB in Europe, the USA and PB China
in Asia, and all of them together in Africa. Other schemes along
these lines have also been put forward. It would appear, how-
ever, that any tendency toward the establishment of a triumvirate
by the superpowers would have to face up to an international
community that could show considerable resistance to these three
countries. This involves circumstances such as those that did
not permit the formation of a duumvlrate in the past. It is
precisely for this reason that the outlook for establishment of
a triumvirate of superpowers is reduced, both by the immunity
of this or that power toward arrangements of this type, by the
objèctive tendency toward the further enlargement of thé circle
of superpowers and above all by the forces of the independent
countries which are increesing steadily.

Followlng are some of the most important problems in
relations among the superpowers over which they will continue
to cross swords, not only between themselves but also within
the broader international context in which many other factors
and interests are operativft:

In relations between the USA and PB China:
a) cessation of the aggression in the Inctochina area which

poses a direct threat to the security of the PB China;
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b) cessation of American support of the Chiang kai-shek regime
on Taiwan which is an integral part of the PB China;

c) a change in the American attitude toward representation for
the PB China in the United Nations;

d) the establishment of a modus vivendi between the PB China
and USA in the Asian area on the basis of respect for the real
interests of both sides.

In relations between the USSB and PB China:
a) cessation of the ideological-political cold war in the inter-

national wor kers' movement and in international politics;
b) the regulation of questions deriving from the immediate

political and other kinds of presence in the Asian area, and in
other geographic and political spheres.

In relations between the USA and USSB ?
a) cessation of the political, and indirectly the military,

confrontation in the Middle East, in the Indochina area and at
certain other points which introduces elements of tension into
their mutual relations;

b) limitation of the arms race in spheres in which U is
particularly explicit against the background of the present
scientific and technological revolution;

c) a reduction in the points :of friction between the military-
political alliances headed by these two power s.

Naturally, this is not a complete "inventory" nor ean such
an enumeration be confinedooly to the interests and activities
of the powers involved.

All the foregoing variante in relations between the three super-
powers - the oaly possible ones, irrespective of whether they
have already occurred or whether they could occur, althougb
based on altogether realistic p remis es have inherent in them a
considerable dose of scholastic thinking. For no matter how
powerful these countries are, and no matter what political,.
economie or military levers they have at their command for
the pursuit of their special or oommon conceptions and interests,
their separate, independent power of deelsionmaking is not
unlimited. It might even be said that neither past, present, nor
future deployment in the triangle of the superpowers depends
entirely on them alone. In the intricate and increasingly
dynamic structure of the international community, many
objective factors place limitations even on the behaviour of the
superpowers.
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- Can any one of the superpowers or all three of them together
decide the fate of a major industrial country like Japan, or let
us say of India, a subcontinent unto itself, or do they in their
political moves and mutual delimitations have to take into
account the interests and activities of these countries and the
broader geo-political environment inwhich they exist?

- Can any one of the superpowers or all three of them together
decide the fate of Europe, either the Europe from the Atlantic
to the Urals or the Europe from Brest to Bucharest, without
regard to the interests and activities of the political factors
and economie capacities of this continent?

- Cafl any one of the superpowers ignorte in the long run the
increasingly explicit interests and aspirations of other countries,
even those within their spheres of interest?

- Can any one of the superpowers afford to neglect without
damaging its own long-term interests the interests and
aspirations of the large number of non-aligned and other s mail
and medium-sized countries?

- Was the superpower that has engaged not only its economie
and political but also its military forces in the Indochina area
in a position to achieve its plans or did it have to take the
consequences of its confrontation with the power of peoples who
are fighting for their liberty and independence, and could any
one of the superpowers or all three of thefti together realize
projects in that area that had not been accepted by the peoples
involved?

Trends in relations among the superpowers are an expression,
a component part of and important factor in processes taking
place throughout the entire international community. Thanks
to their economie and military power, their ideological and
political influence, the superpowers have broad and special
responsibilities in the international community in consequence
of which their mutual relations and their behaviour singly
have always been exceedingly important. No equation marks
can be placed between them in any sense, ideologieal, political,
economie or military,; in spite of their immanent inclination
to behave like big powers. On their concrete behaviour hinges
the concrete assessment of their international role: either
negative or positive in the final analysis.

With this in mind, the entry of the PB China into the circle
of the superpowers, in the capacity of a partner whose opinions
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must be accorded increasing respects with the passage of time
and the maturing of the economie and other potentials of a nation
whose population is nearing the billion mark, has a significance
which cannot be overestimated. Although this fact makes it
necessary to do some thinking about the possibility of a triumvirate,
basically this is an elaboration on the theme of the duumvirate
and signifies the further movement of the international community
in the direction of greater polycentrism and.democratization.
In view of the objective and inevitable preoccupation of China
with the solution of its numero us and complicated internal
problems, and its affinity for the policy of active and peace-
rninded coexistence, its effect on the triangle of the superpowers,
and outside it, can, and we hope will, be positive and constructive
also from the standpoint of the entire international community.

QUESTIONS WHICH WILL ONLY BE ANSWEBED IN PBACTICE

Pravda'on President Nixon's forthcoming visit to Peking

Under the heading "Questions Calling for a Practical Answer",
Pravda on August 10 carriedan article by Georgi Arbatov,
director of the USA Institute, at the USSB Academy of Sciences
and corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences, con-
cerning the planned American-Chinese summit meeting. The
text of the article is given below:

Thie news about the forthcoming visit of the President of the "
United States to Peking is no longer news. The initial sen-
sationalism in bourgeois prëss commerits on this news is gradually
giving place to a discussion of questions which really interest
world opinlon: How do the apparent changes in the relations
between the USA and the People's Bepublic of China affect the
international situation - either towards a certain relaxation and
normalization, or towards greater tension and the complicatiori
of existing and the èmergence of fresh situations of conflict
in the world?

Although the agréement on President Nixon's visit to Peking
in itself does not yet próvide a basis for any deflnite con-
clusions on the future of American-Chinese relations and thelf
influence on developments in the wofld, some cohsidèratt&ns
already suggest themselves today.
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Let us start with the question of which forces in the U. S.
stand behind the turn in the policy of that country with regard to
China, which be ca m e apparent some time ago.

At first sight, the answer to this question may seem a simple
one - everyone knows that U. S. policy with regard to China began
changing only when the hostility of the Chinese leaders' policy
towards the Soviet Union and their splitting policy in the;

revolutionary and liberation movement wasTfevealed. One cannot,
however, deduce from this that all Americans who are in favour
of improving relations between the USA and China are motivated
by aims hostile to other socialist countries.

The picture is not so simple. No doubt the above-mentioned
factor played a big part in changing U.S. official policy and in
changing the position of a number of American politicians who
at one time nearly labelled as a traitor anyone who dared hint
at the need to recognize the People's Bepublic of China and to
stop the hostile actions of the USA against China and the Chinese
people.

Many of these today are the most active champions of a
rapprochement with the People's Bepublic of China. This, of
course, cannot but make one think. One cannot ignore the fact
that in many countries those who come out for a. U.S. rapproche-
ment with China are rabid haters of the Soviet Union, including
representatives of the counter-revolutionary emigration from the
countries of socialism and belligerent Zionist elements.

At the same time one can find other people, too, among those
who favour an improvement of American-Chinese relations. In
particular, the progressive circles of the USA and a section of the
liberals have long come out against the cold war policy and
demanded an improvement in U.S. relations with the Soviet Union
and other socialist countries. including the People's Bepublic
of China, as well as the organization of co-operation with them
aimed at strengthening peace.

The developments in China itself in recent years, the transition
of the Chinese leadership to chauvinistic, great-power positions
in foreign policy, naturally, caused disillusionment and concern
among progressive people in America.

And although these peopie have serious doubts about the
motives behind the changes emerging in USA official policy, their
belief that this policy with regard to China ought to be changed,
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that the legitimate rights of the Chinese people in the United
Nations ought to be restored and thatan end should be put to all
manifestations of the cold war in American policy, no matter
whom it concerns - the USSR or China, the German Democratie
Bepublic or Cuba - remains unaltered.

All the more so since progressive U.S. circles justly believe
that in the trials that have been the fate of the Chinese people
and for wfai'ch the Peking leaders bear the main responsibility,
the blarr-ê also goes to the policy of imperialism aimed at
isolating China and creating difficulties for peaceful construction
in that country.

These, so to speak, are the two extreme poles in the rather
motley mixture of various moods and trends behind the changes
in U.S. policy vis-a-vis the People's Pepublic of China.

However, it is not only a question of the moods which can be
detected at the poles of U. S. political life, there have alsO been
changes in the mood of American opinion at large.

A definite role here has been played by the active campaign
in favour of improving relations with China which progressives
and liberals have been conducting for many years. All the more
so, since the very idea of the.need to eliminate the aftermath
of the cold war and for an eastng of tension is enlisting growing
support among the public in, the USA under the influence of the
difficulties which have arisen both in foreign policy and
domestically. Nor can this fact be ignored by the ruling circles
of the country.

This reason, however, is far from being the only one, :
especially<if it is borne in mind that it is also a question of . . ' ' .
changes in the depths of capitalist public opinion, which is
largely formed under the influence of official propaganda.

In recent years this propaganda, which for a long time
whipped up hatred for the People's Eépublic of China^ has
seriously changed its tune and even directions. These changes
cannbt büt'be cönneeted with the transittoh of the leadership, of
the People's Republic of China to anti^Soviet positions and with
Peking's splitting line in the revolutionary and liberation move-
ment.

It might appear that the "cultural revolation" with all its
excesses, Peking's support for left-adventuristic forces and
extremist alignmehts in various countries, including the USA,
its propaganda against peaceful co-existence, and, finally, the
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fierce attacks against the USA and lts government have shocked
and frightened bourgeois - philistine America.

In fact, however, something quite different has happened - this
America has proved to be not at all so gullible, and has formed
its opinion on Chinese policy not by Peking's loud words, but by
lts deeds. And these deeds have convinced the pragmatic American
bourgeoisie that Chiha by no means presents any real threat
to the U. S. policy wHich it damns in words, and that therefore
one can do business with it, whatever the Peking leaders say or
the Chinese prêss writes. Abuse, as the sayihg goes, doesn't
stick.

Vietnam ;

To bourgeots and petty-bóurgeois America, which, as a rule,
supports Washingtön's official foreign policy until it brings
about a major calamity and difficulties, the belief that China has
ceased in faet to be so "revolutionary", so "communistic", has
engendered the hope that, with Peking's help, the USA may be
able to end the Vietnam war on terms quite sultabïë to the
American bourgeoisie. This hope has been reinforced by the very
fact of the agreement on President Nixon'si visitto Peking, for
it was reached at a very peculiar moment.

The heroic resistance of thé Vietnamese people to the U. S.
aggression, the support for lts struggle'by the socialist countries
and the progressive and democratie public of the world, have
long ago put enormous difficulties in the path of Washingtön's
imperialist aggression.

Even in America itself this war has'becöme the most un-
popular one in the ent ir e history Of the USA, where aft especially
tense respect - the publication of the secret Pentagon documents
emphasized once again how deep is the political rift caused by
the war.

The increasing pressure on the part of the American public,
at a time when the new peaceful initiatives of the Democratie
Republic of Vietnam and the Provisional Fevolutionary Govern-
ment of the Bepublic of South Vietnam have indicated a clear
road to peace, faced Washington with the need of either stopping
the war, or taking a stlll greater political risk.

The news of the forthcoming Peking meeting was used for
another delay in ending the Vietnam war, while evading an
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answer to the peace proposals of the Vietnam side and building
up in certain U.S. circles the Ulusion that it was possible to
settle the question behind the back of the Vietnamese people.

Although the positioo of the People's Bepublic of China on this
question constitutes a special theme, we cannot but say a few
words about it, too.

The very fact of the invitation of the President of the United
States to Peking can seem sensational only to credulous people
who took seriously the propaganda clamour created to prove the
implacability of the Peking leaders towards American imperialism.

The timing of this invitation, however, as a step inflicting
obvious damage to the struggle of the Vietnamese patriots, could
not but surprise many people both inside and outside the USA.

The New York Post was puzzled in this connection and said
that why the Chinese communists had decided to ease the
Pfesident's pos it ion at this moment was a problem for the China
experts and Maoists.

LeJ us return to the USA, however. Analyzing the moods in
that country, we can note that Washington's latest contacts with
Peking and the decision on President Nixon's visit to China had
met with wide support there, though with'different and often
diametrically opposite motives.

Let us note, incidentally, that expectations of such support
obviously also played a big part in the taking of the decision on
the meeting. On the eve of the coming Presidential elections
in the USA, the Administration is particularly interested in
actions which would help to ensure victory for the ruling
(Republican) party over its politieal rivals.

These diff erences in motives for various political groups and
sections of the U. S. public supporting the very idea of improving
relations wjth China are important not only to explain the
reasons for the latest events, but also to analyze some of their
possible consequences.

As the development of American-Chinese relations approaches
the stage of political decisions, such differences, which at first
remained in the shadows, will increasingly begin to come out into
the open.

Evidence of this can already be found today both in press
comments and in statements by U.S. political and public figures.
It is becoming obvious that many Americans are worried above
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all, by the possible long-term consequences of theAdministration's
political move.

The price
For some people this is a question of the Administration, having

reached an agreement on President Nixon's visit to Peking,
once again evading a reply tb a\number of major and acute political
issues on their merit, especially issues Ukê an end to the war
in Vietnam, or a change in the existing methods of taking political
decisions onder which the President can plunge the country into
a grave war without the knowledge of the public and even of
Congress.

For many people there is the question of the price which may
have to be paid for an understanding with China, They ask how
this understanding will affect Soviet-American relations and the
prospects of a limitation of the arms race and a general détente
in the world.

The anxiety among a considerable section of the ruling circles
over the effect the decision on the meeting in Peking may have
on the relations of the USA with its allies in Western Europe,
with Japan and other countr ies, is also beginning to make itself
feit, for in many of those countries the news of the forthcoming
visit was,met with unconcealed alarm, let alone the confusion
it caused in the camp of the American puppets in Taipei, Seoul
and Saigon. : ,,, :

These, and many other issues are increasingly clearly making
themselyesielt in the discussion which has developed in the .
USA in connection with the agreement on the President's forth-
coming visit to Peking. iEve.n people who wholly welcome the
visit are aware that a meeting in itself, even at the highest
Ie vel, will not automatically solve the problems which exist.

Furthermore, some American leaders are af raid of possible
disappointments in the near future, which, foüowing great hopes,
may become a political boomerang.

It would also appear that aome leaders of the ruling party are
also worried by sueh questions arising from President Nixon's
visit to Peking as the general effect on the elections in the
autumn oil972. To put it in a nutshell* did the President take
everything into account when hè agreed to the visit?

They realize that U.S._policy faces many complex problems
which cannot be bought off by cleyer diplomatic moves, for they
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political deciSions which, not infrequently, are painful for
Washington.

As a matter of fact, the U. S. President himself found it
necessary at a press conference a few days ago to cool the
ardour of those who voiced rosy hopes about the forthcoming
meeting and to come out against what hè called "illusions".

Many questions connected with the planned Peking trip of the
U.S. President and, all the more so, with the future of
American-Chinese relations and U.S. policy as a whole, therefore,
remain without any clear answer - and, by the way, nobody in
Washington and Peking is in any haste to provide that answer,
obviously preferring to deepen the atmosphere of secrecyand
reserve on many matters concerning their relations.

Judging by the American press, the public in the U. S. are
particularly interested in this connection with the possible
impact thls step by the United States Administration will have
on relations with other socialist countries, and, first of all, with
the USSR.

Bearing in mind the political, economie and military might
of the Söviet Union and its place in contemporary international
relations, which is determised both by the might of the country
and by the peaceful and constructive nature of its policy and the
role played by the USSR in the development of *or4d èvents,
this is quite understandable.

Quite a number of people in the USA realize very well that a
great deal depends on the direct ion and course of development
of U. S. relations with the Söviet Union - both for the people
of the two countries and for the entire international situation.

It is already apparent that the anxiety feit in the USA on this
score is differentfy stressed by different Auiërieans. Some of
them come out with appeals to combine efforts to improve
relations with the People's Republic of China with no less
vigorous efforts to Improve Söviet -American relations and the
international situation as a whole.

Others discourse on how to be smart and use any step fora
rapprochement with Peking to bring press ure tb bear on the
Söviet Union for the purpose of blackmail and to "squeêze out"
concessions. Still others loudly indulge in general talk about
the need, as the extreme right-wiag paper the New York Daily
News wrote, for "a long-term policy of Setting the gövérnments
of Red China and Red Russia against each other".
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U.S. assurancê;

As to the official U.S. line, it so far boils\down to assurances
that the Peking meeting and the normalization of U.S. relations
with the People's Republic of China will not be pursued at the
expense of other, countries orto their detriment.

It goes without saying that Söviet people cannot ignore the fact
that the American pregs itself gives such official assurances rather
ambiguous interpretattón. The Washington Post, for exaruple,
said this: ^ ,

"Despite all America's official assurances to the contrary,
officials in Nixpn's Administratipn privately voice the opinion
that it is not in the U.S. interest to dispel completely the

Söviet Union's suspicions with regard to the understandings
betweên thé USA and China, which Moscow may not find to its
liking or mayworry about".

It is alsó'wörth noting a cërtain tendentiousness in thé com-
mentaries in the American press about the reeent hearings at
the Senate Foreign Relations Committeê. Speaking before the
committeewere former staff members of the'State Department
who were victimized in the year3 pf McCarthyism for favouring
an American-Chinese rapprochement.

Explaining their pos It ion of that time thèy stressed that they
regarded such a rapprochement as a meahs of detacHing China
from the Socialist camp and of driving a wedge betweên the
USSR and the Pebple's Republic of China by utllizing Mao
Tse-tung's readiness, revealed back'in the 1940's, to seek ways
of improving rëlaticms w*ith Washington.

In its commentaries on this matter the American press is
obviously peddling arguments to- its readers about the advantages
of a rapprochement with Peking with a view to stepping up anti-
Soviet intrigues.

Süch a policy is evidence, at least, of the extreme political
shortsightêdness of its n-.asterminds. A dialogue on a broad
range of problems has long been undérway betweên the USA and
the USSR. This dialogue is very important, but not an easy
one, both because of the complexity of the problems and, above
all, because confidencé is needed for their successful solutiön.

There can be no greater blow tó confidencé than unscrupulous
diplomatic manoeuvres, backstage intrigues and ambiguity.
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We would like to remind the authors of such commentaries of
this. Let us leave these commentaries however, for the time
being on the conscience of the American journalists.

How are Washington's official assurances concerning its
actual intentions to be treated?

We would like to say, above all, that for over 20 years the
USSR has been advocating the establishment of normal diplomatic
relations between the USA and other western countries with the
People's Republlc of China and respect for its lawful rights In
the international arena.

It is to be regretted that the USA has stalled over recognition
of the realities for such a long time and, only now, in circum-
stances which make its position rather ambiguous, has begun
to take the f irst steps towards renunciation of the cold war policy
towards the People's Republic of China.

Practical deeds, and not words about Washington's intentions,
will provide the reply to another question: what really lies
behing these changes in American policy?. In the final analysis,
what policy is being crystallised as a result of the struggle
between various forces and motives promoting this policy?

the test

President Nixon called his forthcoming Peking visit a journey
in the cause of peace. Washington wants to expiain this action
as one of the practical steps in the policy proclaimed by the
U.S. President a few years agoof changing over "fröm an era
of confroatation to an era of negotiations". ;

The sincerity of any statement, naturally, is tested only by
practice. This now is the case too. All the more so, since world
public opinion is well aware that the words and assurances of
American politicians have often diverged from and been directly
contradicted by their actions.

There are many questions on which the U.S. government could
give a practical demonstration of what motivates its policy,
whether it is a matter of seeking peace, relaxing tension, aorm-
alizing the international situation, or whether it is a matter
of new imperialist diplomatic manoeuvres within the traditional
pattern of a "positions of strength" policy; these are questions
connected with Vietnam, the Middle East, European security,
limiting the arms race and U.S. relations with the socialist
countries.

If American policy combines the steps towards improving
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relations with the People's Republic of\China with a turn towards
a more constructive position on these and other current questions,
well, then, in this case there will be grounds for taking the
statements about Washington's peace-loving intentions and good
will seriously. ,

There is no doubt that such a turn would be positively a,ssessed
in the Soviet Union, too, The Soviet people have always given
and will give not only understanding, but f uil support tp a sincere
policy of relaxation. The same can be said with regard to assessing
the true intentions ofP-eking.

The Soviet Union's foreign policy is aimed at bringing about
a change in the deyelopment of international affairs and at getting
on to the practical implementation of measures required to
improve the sltua-tion and strengt hè n peace and security tbrough-
out the world. this is the essence of the foreign policy course
outlined by the 24th CPSU Congress and the peace programme
itadopted. ,

The USSR, as was again confirmed by that congress, is ready
to improve its relations with the Chinese People's Republic
and the USA, and to develpp relations with all other countries
and is ready to strengthen bilateral, regional and international
co-operation between states in the interests of strenger peace
and security of the peoples.,

China's participation .

Among the proposals put forward by the Soviet Union, there
are also those whose examination requires the participation
of aÜ thé big powers, Ihcluding the People's Hepublie of China.

The positive participation of the People's Republic of China
in discussing and deciding International problems, including
such major questions as limltation of the arims race ahd the '
complete banning of all weapons of mass desti*uctión and the
replacement of the systems.of closed military bloes by
systems of collective security on the various continents, would
be of great importance. ,;

Naturally, such a development of eyents would be in the
interests of,all the peoples, including thp peoples of the USSR,
the People's Republip of C^ina and the .United States. So far
as the Soyï,et Union's policy is concerned, the road is open.

There are today, however, many grounds, for ^xpecting that ,
events wïl|4evelop Uvanother direction wheireby in eyery sphere
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apart from relations with China, U.S. policy will remain un-
changed and its course will, as before, be the main obstacle
to eliminating s ha r p international conflicts and to easing and
normalizing the situation in the world.

In these circumstances the point of Washington's steps towards
a rapprochement with the People's Bepublic of China will become
absolutely unambiguous. Quite naturally, such a development
of events will suggest appropriate conclusions, and these,
undoubtedly, will be drawn.

The positions of the USSR and of world isocialism are sufficiently
strong to face any possible turn of events with confidence.

The answer to the bas ie questions connected with the U.S.
President's visit to Peking and the changes in American-Chinese
relations, thereföre, will not be prövided iri the words nor in
the diplomatic manoeuvres of these states, but rather in thelr
actions, in the practical affairs of the next few months.

It is quite natural that in the Soviet Union, as in other countries,
these affairs and developments will be watched with close attention.
For this is a matter of great importance for the Soviet peoptei
for world socialism, for the entire international situation and
for world peace.

CHOU EN-LAI: THE TOUGH NEGOTIATOB
'Mao is the brain and Chou is the moüth'

by Eric Chou

Summary: Eric Chou bas met Chinese Premier Chou En-lai
face-to-face 'more times than I can count'. The Chinese
leader asked him twice to work as his personal secretary.
This is a searching profile of the man who will parley with
President Nixon at the forthcoming Peking visit.

When the Sinó-Amerlcan Summit talks begin in Peking, the man
sitting across the conference table from President Nixon will be
Premier Chou En-lai, who has handled all vital negotiations
on behalf of Chairman Maa since 1936.

Unlike most top Communists, Chou almost bursts with
personal charm, heightened by his quick wit and sense of hümour.
With an analytical mind and a photographic memory, thé Chinese
Premier seldom refers to his notes when hè speaks or argues
with an opponent. An extremely patiënt negotiatbt; "hè persists
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and persists until hè has put his points over. Even when hè is
angered, few can teli, since the oniy sign is a slight raising of
the eyebrows. . <

As General Chang Chih-chung (the Nationalists' chief
negotiator during the peace talks between them and the Chinese
Communists in the 1940's) on<ce remarked: "It is possible for
one to disagree with Chou En-lai, but it is praetically impossible
for one not to like him. He is such an obstinate bargainer that
sometimes you cannot help wonder ing whether you should still
hold your side of the bargain".

Indeed, Chou En-lal's personal charm and outward calmness
can be illusory. In past negotiations hè seems to have achieved
what Mao Tse-tung wanted, or hè would not continue to be
entrusted with such a role. One of bis advantages as a top
Communist negotiator is that hè can always render Communist
ideology and ideas into a plain language less repulsive to the
Western ear. But this does not mean that hè will depart from
the line firmly laid down by Chairman Mao. Mao is the brain
and Chou is the mouth.

Mr Nixon may be a past-master of international affairs, but
this time hè must be psychologically prepared to crack the
hardest nut that has come his way.He will have to encounter
a man with Edward Heath's firmness, Harold Wilson's
elusiveness, and, above all, Brezhnev's shrewdness.

In the West, Chou En-lai's position is often likened to that
which Mikoyan occupied in the Soviet hierarchy. But if one
dispassionately examines Chou' s past career and present
position in the Peking regime, one is indined to consider him
a cut above the Russian leader. After all, Chou faas been the
chief executive of the Chinese Government ever since 1949.
Moreover, hè has survived more 'power struggles in the Chinese
Communist Party than Mikoyan did in the Kremlin, if one
traces his career back to the days of the Kiangsi Soviet in the

, . , ' , " . ' " " ' . • . ' ' ' ' . ; , " ' Wron^ jïorse
At the onset of his career as a Communist, Chou En-lai

actually bet on a wrong hor se. In the late 1 920' s, hè sided
with Li Li-san, a protégé of Mos co w who, as the then Chairman
of the Central Committee in Shanghai, laid it down that urban
uprisings were; the correct revolütionary line. This almost
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brought the party to extinction and was duly condemned by the
Party Conference in 1930. Among the disgraced exponents, Chou
was realistic enough to confess his errors. He switched his
allegiance to Mao Tse-tung who had by then established the
Kiangsi Soviet in the interior as an alternative power base.
Gradually and steadily, Chou won Mao's favour and became the
party's No. 3 leader, af ter Mao and Marshal Chu Teh. It was
not until 1936, however, that Chou En-lal emerged as the party's
chief representative in external relations. He successfully
negotiated the terms for the uneasy Nationalist-Communist
alliance at the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 1937. At a
time when the Chinese Communists were in a very weak
bargaining position after their heavy losses throughout the Long
March, Chou was able to win his party the chance for regrouping
and future expansion.

Internally, hè patched up the difference between Mao and
Lin Piao (Mao's present heir-apparent) over military strategy.
Under the influence of Chou's persuasive tongue, Lin abandoned
his military base in South Shansi and went up to Yenan to join
Mao. In view of the later developments of the Chinese Com-
munist revolution, this must be regarded as Chou En-lai's
master stroke in consolidating the solidarity of the party
hierarchy.

But success did not make Chou lose his head. When Liu Shao-
chi began to gain his ascendanoy in the party machine in 1939,
Chou was already the Vice-Chairman of the Central Committee.
It was probably his pragmatism that led him to surrender this
position to Liu, who controlled all the underground workers in
the Nationalist-held areas and was also responsible for the
organizational work in the Yenan headquarters. Presumably
Chou realized that hè was not Liu's match in the powerstruggle,
since hè had not built a big following in the party; or perhaps
hè defèrred to Liu in order to mafce things easier for Mao, who
could not dispense with Liu's support when hè had yet to extend
his firm control. One way or the other, Chou could at least
congratulate himself on having convinced Mao of his willingness
to play second fiddle. This is why Chairman Mao has never
regarded him as a potential menace to his throne.

That Chou En-lai is believed to be more pragmatic and
realistic than the other Chinese leaders may have something
to do with his background. Born in 1898 to an upper-middle class
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family in the province of Kiangsu, hè was first educated in
Tientsin and then in France. His handsome appearance and
suave manner make him look sodistinctively different from
most of his comrades. It could be his inborn petty bourgeois
instinct that restrains him from taking a greater risk than
absolutely necessary. Not that hè lacks the ambition to reach the
top, but, being a practical man, hè tends to weigh things more
carefully than most revolutionary leaders. Never a theoretician
in the party, hè recognizes that his present position is as far
as hè can reach in a Communist state: but hè also knows ;that
as the top administrator of China hè is indispensable.

Most Bespected

Of all Chinese leader,s, hè is probably the most respecfced,
Happily mar ried to.Teng Ying-chao, one of the leading Chinese
women Communists, hè has never been involved in any personal
scandals. A hard and thorough worker, hè demands as much of
himself as of MS subprdinates. To him aworking-day means
16 to 18 hours. A few games of teble tennis or a.private view
of a film ,is all hè allows himself for relaxation, Hedoes not
smoke, nor is hè a drinker in the Western sense. But when the
occasion arises, hè can outdrink most;people.: (I have seen him
draining numerous; glasses of Mao-tai, the Ch-inese equivalent
of vodka, on quite a few occasions.)

He has a working knowledge of both French and English. The
fact that hè inslsts on speaking Chinese only at any international
gather ing sterns from Ws national pride, A ^uick thinker, hè
certainly does not need the interval of interpretation to collect
his thoughts. • , • . , - : .

His toughness as a negotiator was fully demenstrated when
General Géo.rge,C. Marshall of the United States served.as the
mediator in the protracted and fruitless peace talks between
the Chinese Communists and the Nationalists in the 1945-6 period.
Firm as a rock, Chou maintained!his position.. NeverthelesSi
General Marshall ejgpcessed: eonsiderable admiration for Chou
by calling him "the,Chinese statesman" to his aides. It was ,
also during these jyeare that the Chinese leader imparessed
international newspapermen with his integrity and eloquence.
Though the talks achieved nothing then, Chou successfully swung
press opinion to his favour, and thus to the advantage of the
Chinese Communist Party.
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If Mr Nixon fails to score any points in the forthcoming Peking
parley, the whole thing could turn out to be a successful
publicity campaign forthe Chinese Premier.

(Copyright Forum World Features 1971)

PEKING BEJECTS PROPOSAL FOB NUCLEAR CONFERENCE

The text of the statement of the government of the People's
Republic of China rejecting the Soviet proposal for the calling
of a conference of the five nuclear powers has been circulated
in Peking by the New C h i n a N e w s A g e n c y.

This proposal was contained in the statement of the Soviet
government that was handed to the governments of the United
States, China, France and Great Britain. It stressed the
need for persistent efforts leading to nuclear disarmament.

In an article in P r a v d a on August 15, Alexei Lukovets
commented that the statement by the Chinese government re-
jecting the Soviet proposal was in sharp conflict with the wide
support given tolt by wor ld public opinion.

Peking's statement was hypocritical through and through,
Alexei Lukovets declared. <

"This act by the Peking leaders sterns from the advehturist
policy of intensifying international tension which the Peking
leaders are pursuing.

"Whose interests does this serve? By rejecting the Soviet
Union's peaceful initiative, thé government of the People's
Republic of China is deliberately plstying into the hands of
imperialist reaction", toe says.

While conducting a vicious anti-Soviet campaign, Chinese
propaganda from time to time condemns imperialism in words,
but this has the purpose of cover ing up the real aims of the
Peking leaders.

Alexei Lukovets quotes the comment by the Czechoslovak
communist newspaper R u d o P r a v O:

"The United States leaders readily forgive China this
verbiage, which has replaced class struggle. What is most
important for the United States now is the anti-Soviet direction
of Chinese policy".

(Soviet News) :
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"HOC TAP": WAB CAN BE SOLVED ONLY THR OUGH TALKS
WITH HANOI ' • ' . ' " "

Summary: A few days after the appearance of a Ttorth Vietna-
mese army daily article warning about the disruptive effects
of Chinese reconciliation with the US, the authoritative
party iournal Hoc Tap warns that the solution to the Vietnam
problem can be sought only through direct talks with the
Vietnamese.
An article appearing in the latest issue of the theoretical Journal

of the (North)Vietnam Workers' Party, Hoc Tap. (1) appealed
to the United States not to expect a solution to the Vietnam
problem through negotiations with Peking. The authoritative
journal, whose editorials express the thinking of the Hanoi
leadership, warned:

If the Nixon Administration truly wants to find a solution to
the Vietnam problem, there is nb alternative büt to talk
directly with the genuine represeritativës Of thé ïieöple of
South and North Vietnam. Only those whó are figKtlng the
Americans can raise a decisive voicfe about thé future of their
own country.
The major theme of the editorial is the same that was elaborated

upon earlier this month in an article appearing in the North
Vietnamese army daily: the Nixon doctrine. Hoc Tap expresses
the same concern as voieed by the army daily article, about the
negative «ffect of the Nixon doctrine on the rest of the communist
world:

As for the socialist camp, the Nixon doctrine advocates
administering the insidious scheme of carrying out proyocations
against and sowing disunity among the socialist countries,
putting one component of the socialist camp against another,
and, depending on the real situation prevailing in each area
and in eachperiod of time, carrying out subversive measures
through violence or adopting the "peaceful evolution" measure (

in order to restore capitalism.
The above phrases, like those used in the army daily article,

create the impression that the Nörth Vietnamese leadership is
genuinely concerned about the possibility that othër communist
countries might fall for the "scheme". The editorial goes oh
to remind lts readers that the Vietnamese people "are standing
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in the front line to oppose the US imperialists' aggression". It
has had "the great honor" of being the "shock force" and
"standing in the front line" of the peoples' world struggle against
the enemy. As something of a remlnder, the article maintained
that

many fraternal parties have asserted that their attitude toward
the Vietnamese people's anti-US national salvation resistance
is a touchstone of proletarian internationalism.

It is pointed out that foreign aid has played a secondary role in
the fighting:

In the present (struggle) our people have mainly relied on their
own strength, while paying great atténtlon to the moral and
material support from'fraternal socialist countries, first of
all from the Soviet Union and China, and from the communist
and international workers' movements.

Further, the point is made that "international unity" is some-
thing of a prerequisite tp victory: ,

We have unswervingly and firmly maintained the policy of
international unity and we have fought the commpn enemy...
International unity is one of the victorious factors of our
national revolution. We have incessantly strengthened our
unity with the brother parties and coüntries on the basis of
Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism.

Moreover, it is being stressed that the struggle in South-east
Asia is also being waged for the benefit of all other communist
countries - the entire bloc:

In fighting and defeating Americans we have ppsitively con-
tributed towards protecting the socialist camp, protecting
the independence of various nations. The defeat of the US
imperialists in Indochina weakens them in other parts of
the world....

Most of the above points, as expressed in Hoc Tap, are not new.
They have been voiced or elaborated upon in various other
articles appearing in the Vietnamese press since the Chinese
announcement of the Kissinger visit to Peking and the invitation
extended to President Nixon. The significance of this partlcular
article lies in the fact that it appeared in the Party's central
theoretical Journal. Thus, the points expressed therein have
become a part of the official policies of the VWP, presumably
approved by Le Duan and other top Party leaders.
(1) "Firmly grasping the Unes of independence and self-reliance
and heightening revolutionary heroism, let us resolutely and com-
pletely defeat the US aggressors". Editorial on the occasion of
the 26th anniversary of the August revolution and the formation of
the DFV. Hoc Tap, August 1971 issue.
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BUMANIA - A BENEFICIARY OF THE SINO-SOVIET CONFLICT

by Konstantin Aleksandroy
Summary: Bumania has again displayed her skilful exploita-
tion of the Sino-Soviet conflict to win greater independence
within the Soviet bloc by the recent Ceausescu visit to Peking.
This event was virtualiy ignored in the Soviet press - a further
illustration of the quandary in which the USSB finds herself:
military action against her recalcitrant ally is ruléd out in
view of Bumania's firmly orthodox internal Party regime -
in contrast to Czechoslovakia in 1968 - and direct protest not
followed up by effective action would nierêly draw attention
to Soviet impotence.

On June 26 jt was reported in Izvestia and other Soviet papers
that a JRumanian Party and government delegatipn, led by Party
Secretary General and State Council Chairmfto Nicplae Ceasusescu,
had paid a visit tp Moscow on the way back from a visit to the
Far East, and,had been received at the airport by Soviet Premier
Kosygïn and other ministers. ,

The fact that neither Party Secretary General Leonid Brezhttev
nor Chairman of the Supreme Soviet Nikoïai Podgórhy put in an
appearance was a breaeh of protocol which demonstrated Soviet
displeasurë at the faöt that the Bumanians' tour had also taken
them to the "splltters" in Peking. Indeed; the latter visit and the
circumstances in which it took place constituted a major setback
fpr the USSB in her conflict wlth thé Chinese Communists, In
beginning this conflict, Which meant ndthing more nor less than
destroyïng thé "monöllthic unity" of the Cbmmunist camp as It
existed undér Stalin, Möéco^ réckoned firmly wlth the active
support of at least all the states of Eastern Europé (with the
exceptiön of Albanla). This, however/ was a grave miscalculatiöh,
for although it was at the Third Cohgr'ess Of the B umanian com-
munist Party, held Junë 18-24, 1960, that thé first open clash
occorïèd bétwéeh'Khrushchev and the Chinese, the Bumanians
froih the very beginning adopted a neutral position ahd subsèquently
made èvery effort to éxploit the quarrel betweén the two Com-
munist giattts for théii* own intere'stè. These taètics beconié1

undërstandable^vhën it ia rëmembered that, at the time, B uman-
ian relations with the USSB wërë sferained'by Moscow'S endëavors
to turn Bumania into a mere Supplielf of chéap iraw mateïials to
the rest of the Soviet bloc.
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The fence-sitting policy initiated by Bumanian Party leader and
head of state Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej was continued by his
successor, Ceausescu. The Rumanians often sided openly with
the Chinese, as when they promptly took up an observation made
by Mao Tse-tiung in a conversation with Japanese socialists in
the summer of 1964 to the effect that Soviet postwar frontiers
in Europe and Asia had to be subjected to revision and demanded
that Moscow return to Bumania the territories of Bessarabia and
North Bucovina. This demand, reiterated throughout 1965,
provoked extreme irritation on the part of the Soviets, especially
the leadership of the Moldavian SSB. Moldavian Party First
Secretary Ivan Bodyul, for example, retorted angrily at the
republic's Twelfth Party Congress in March 1966:

Apologists of the bourgeoisie are striving to discredit and
beiittle the gains of the Soviet Union and sow dissénsion and
animosity among the socialist countries, kindling nationalism
and chauvinism, advancing territorial claims on the Soviet
Union and other socialist countries, and demanding a revision
of the consequences of the Secorid World War. (Sovetskava
Moldaviya. March 2, 1966)

Bumania's unique position in the; Soviet bloc was brought even
more sharply intp focus by the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia.
Bumania not only took no part in the occupation but declared that
any attempt to treat her in the same way would meet with determined
and active resistance, and systematically frustrated all attempts
to hold Warsaw Pact maneuvers on her territory. She also
established contacts with like-minded Yugoslavia.

Moscow was somewhat at a loss to know how to cope with such .
recalcitrance. Military sanctions we r e out of the question
because Ceausescu, like his predecessor, pursued an internal
policy of almost Stalinist rigidity which rendered any excuse
of "saving Bumanian socialism" ineffective, while economie
sanctions were countered by intensified Sino-Bumanian economie
links. On November 25, 1970, a treaty was signed under which
the Chinese gave their f irst-ever credit to a Soviet-bloc country,
and March 22 of this year saw Bumanian Deputy Premier Gheorghe
Badulescu and Chinese Finance Minister and Deputy Premier
Li Hsien-nien signing in Peking a credit agreement under which
China, will supply diverse heavy industrial equipment and
technical assistance to a value, according to Japanese sourees,
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of 250, 000, 000 US dollars. Although a detailed breakdown of
these deliveries is not available, the indications are that
military aid too is involved.

It is a fair assumptloh that Peking would hardly have agreed
to render such large-scale assistance if she were not s ure that
it would not fall into Soviet hands, and the Chinese have presum-
ably let it be known that should the USSB undertake any military
action against Bumania they would not stand idle. On July 31,
1970, the Bumanian Defense Ministry took the unprecedented
step of holding a ceremonial meeting dedicated to the 43rd
anniversary of the Chinese People's Liberation Army (reported
by Hsinhua, on August l, 1970). Besides senior Bumanian
Defense Ministry officials and top-ranking army officers, the
meeting was attended by the Chinese Ambassador, Chang Hai-
feng, and the entire s taf f of the Chinese military attaché.

It is, howevêr, Ceausescu's recent visit to the Far East,
which took him tb Bed China, North Korea, North Vietnam
and the Mongolian Peoplë's Bepublic, which has really irked
the Soviets. The Soviet press eonfinéd itself to laconic rëpprts
on Ceausescu's departUre (Pravda, Jürie 2, 197Ï) and, rétujrn
(ibid,, June lO, 1971), with not a ?mgle word Oh the ^ass
meeting in Peking attended by Ceausescu'andChinese Prime
Minister Chou En-lai.

Although thé anti-Soylêt flavor of Ceausescu's visjt |o Peking
was in a measure rèflè,ctëd in the speeches of his Chinese hpsts,
the latter took care to öOmply with ^he Bumanians' des ir e not
to give ifche Soviets the slightest reason for óffïcial compraint,,
The Soviet Union was, for example, not mentioned once by name,
attacks against her being in oblique terms, Thé general tenor
of official Chinese pronouncements was that, in the words of
the Communist Party mouthpiecë Jenminjihpao {June l, 1971):

As before, we Will always support the Bumanian people in its
just struggle to preserve lts national independence and state
sovereignty against foreign interference and ih thé building
of socialism» in which Bumania is relying solely on her own
resources. M

Similarly, Chou En-lai'declared at a banquet given by the
Chinese Communist party Cehtra.1 Committe^ and the Chinese
State Council in honör of the Bumanian guests on June l, the day
of their arrival: "We are glad that the Bumanian1 people, under
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the leadership of the Communist Party led by comrade Ceausescu,
has scored a victory in its fight against great-power chauvinism
and in the building of socialism" (Hsinhua, June l, 1971). The
implications here are that at the time of the invasion of Czecho-
slovakia there also existed a danger that a simular fate would
befall Bumania, and that Bumania, as distinct from the USSB,
which, according to Peking, is in the process of restoring
capitalism, is continuing to build socialism along correct Marxist-
Leninist lines, Chou went on:

Belying only on its own resources, the Bumanian people has
overcome countless difficulties and succeeded in developing
its economy extremely rapidly..... The Chinese people
expresses its pleasure over the revolutionary spirit with which
the Bumanian people has resisted coercion. (Ibid.)

The Chinese leaders see future Sino-Bumanian relations in
particular and world developments in general in the context of a
confrontation between small and medium-sized countries and the
super-powers, which Jenminjihpap accused, just before
Ceausescu's visit, of "sitting on the necks of the small countries
and committing all possible crimes". At the mass meeting in
Peking on June 8, Chou En-'lai proclaimed, somewhat optimistic-
ally:

The medium and small countries are uniting in fighting against
thé hegemony of the super-powers in defense of their national
interests and state sovêreignty, a struggle which has already
turned into an invincible revolutionary stream... (Hsinhua,
June 8, 1971)

Ceausescu agreed, observing more cautiously that "medium '
and small States are playing an important part in international
life" (Aeerpress. June 8, 1971), but hè made no attempt to
define exactly where Bumania stood in the world constellation,
although hè could well have followed the example of Yugoslav
Foreign Minister Mirko Tepavac, who following his arrival in
Peking on June 8, before Geausescu's departure, told Li Hsien-
nien at a banquet given in his honor: "We are not against the
super-powers a priori, only against politics from a position
of strength" (Hsinhua. June 10, 1971). That the purhanians do
share the opinion of the Chinese and regard thé USSR as an
aggressive super-power is evident from the following excerpt
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from the joint Chinese-Rumanian communiqué issued at the end
of Ceausescu's visit:

Both sides noted that for several years now an increasing
number of small and medium-sized countries have been uniting
in defense of their freedom and independence against the
position-of-strength pbllcy pursued by thé super-powers. This
is an important component of the fight against Imperialism and
neo-colonialism."(Hsinhua, June 9, 1971) :

The Bumanians, top, rate the USSB as an "imperialist" and
"neo-colonialist" power, and Moscow has reacted to this
charge: on June 17, Pravda reprinted an article by General ,
Secretary of the United States Communist Party dus Hall which
had been öriginally published in the Party's mouthpiece. Qaüy
World. Hall réjects the applicationjof the term "super power"
to the Saviet Union on the ground that "in countrie,s where the
working class is in power, class interests and national interests
actually merge. This applies to internal affalrs as well as
international relations". , ;

Among other statements made by Ceausescu during his recent
visit to China, mention may be made of those in which hè spoke
favorably of the present situation in China, thereby disavowing
Soviet propaganda claims that for China the cultural revolution
has spelt catastrophe and that the country was being ruled not
by socialism but by a military-bureaucratie dictatorship. . . . ;

Ceausescu announced unambiguously:
The B umanian people is following with particular interest the
Chinese people's struggle to build a new society and is rejoicing
over the successes of the Chinese workers,.. We are pleased
by the great transformation (the cultural revolution) which has
resulted in China becoming a powerful socialist state...
(Agerpress, June l, 1971)

The Bumanian leader paid further compliments at a subsequent
mass meeting:

I last visited the Chinese People's Bepublic sëven years ago,
and I must say that the successes achieved in this short space
of time in all spheres of life have impressed me greatly. These
successes are all the more impressive for having been achieved
in most difficult international conditions, during a struggle
against imperialism and reaction, and during the great
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proletarian cultural revolution. June 8, 1971)
As regards the Sino-Soviet conflict itself, Ceausescu played

this down as an unfortunate misunderstanding which could
relatively easily be overcome - possibly with Rumanian assistance.
At the last-mentioned meeting, hè declared simply and un-
dramatically that his country was "fighting to overcome existing
dissent and broaden cooperation among the socialist countries"
(ibid.).

The circumétanees attending the Rumanian delegation's visit
to China were in themselves significant: It took place during
the Eight Congrèss of the East Gerroan Socialist Unity Party
and the Sixtéenth Congrèss of the Mongolian People's Bevolutionary
Party, at neither of which Ceausescu saw f it to appear. More-
over, justas the East German Party Congrèss was due to ópen,
Rumania sent a parliamentary delegation to Western Germariy.

To sum up, Soviet pollcy of isolating China has failed in the
very area where it might have been expected to be most success-
ful, namely Eastern Europe. BothRumania and Yugoslavia
have opened China doors into the very heart of the Soviet empire.
This ïitrealized in Moscow, as was well illustrated in a review
by I. Trofimova, published during Ceausescu's visit to China
in the lournal Novoye vremya (No. 23, 1971) of a recently
published Soviet monograph on Chinese forelgn policy. Declaring
that the Maoists are basing their relations with socialist countries
upon "national-chauvinism" and "unsuccessfully trying to split
the förces of world socialism", the reviewer mentions as targets
of this Chinese pröbing which had remalned steadfast such
countries as Eastern Germany, North Vietnam, Cuba and
Mongolia. The name of Rumania was conspicuously absent.

(Institute for the Study of the USSR,' Munichj

OPPOSITION TACTICS IN ITALY AND FRANCE
While the Communists continue to form the largest opposition
parties in both Italy and France, they must have allies in the
search for power. ;

The most striking result of the local elections in Italy on June
13 and 14 for the region of Sicily, 160 municipal councils (in-
cluding those of Rome, Genoa, Bari and Foggia^aBd'for the
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provinces of Rome and Foggia, was the increase in the
Fascists' vote. The fact that the Communists made no significant
advances, despite the overall swing against the Christian
Democratie Party - the main component of the ruling Centre-Lef t
coalition - indicated that in several areas the extreme Left is
being replaced by the extreme R igh t as the party of protest.
Nevertheless, with only one-fifth of the voters going to the poll
and half of them being concentrated in Sicily, the results are
not typical of the country as a wholet

The neo-Fascist Movimento Sociale Italiano (MSI) made lts
biggest advance in Sicily, where it won 16. 3 per cent of the vote,
compared with 6. 6 per cent in both the 1967 regio nal elections
and the 1968 general electioöï The Christian Democrats' vote
feu from a little over 40 per cent in 1967 and 1968 to 33.7 per
cent. The MSI's gains were less dramatic in Rome, where the
movement was already relatively strong. Compared with 11.7
per cent in the 1970 regional elections and 9. 5 per cent in the
1968 general etectionj itwon 16. ;2 per cent of the vote. The
Christian Democrats' figure haa fallen only slightiy and the
Liberals seem to have been the main casualities. A slmjiar
pattern emerged in Genoa, with the Christian Democrats even
gaiaing a little compared with 197 ï̂ In these two clties there
has been a redistr ibution at righfc*wing vötes; rather than a
substantial swing towards the neo-FasdSts. ,

The two other co^lltion partners ~ the Soelalists and Social
Democrats - and the Bepublioans held their own and in some
places showed gains. But the extreme Left continued to decline.
While the Communists remained at their for mer strength in
Sicily, Rome and Genoa, they saffered los ses in Bari, where
their vote feil to less than 16 per cent. The small Socialist
Party of Proletarian Unity (PSIUP), which brofce away from
the Soelalists in 1964 and often stands to the left of the Com-
munists, lost votes in virtuaüy all areas - mainly to the
Socialists. A consolation for the Christian Democrat Party
was that lts losses were generally offset by its Centre-Left
partners' gains, which may help to keep the situation stable
and prevent a trend to. the Right. However, it s leaders are
likelyto be more wary than ever about allowing any
flirtation with the Communists.

The overall vote of 14 per cent for the MSI, compared with
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its average figure of only 5.2 per cent in last year's regional
elections, clearly affected the Communists particularly sharply,
for it is on the basis of its own steady vote that the PCI demands
a decisive "move to the Lef t" - although it still stops short of
asking for a share in government. Moreover, the Communists
suffered the additional blow of losing votes to the Bight in a
sitüation in whtch there was no serious challenge from extremists
on the Left or from Maoists. The party campaigned mainly on
criticism of the government for failing to fulfil its promises of
reform and not acting strongly enough against corruption. It
reaffirmed that its strategy is one of seeking power thróugh the
democratie process and trying to build Left-wing majorities
wherever possible, comprising Socialists and
Christian Democrats as well as its own adherents.

Problem of disorder
It also continues to wórk for the consolidation of the party base

at the local and regional level (where in some cases it is already
in power) and for a greater hold on the trade union movement.
But the election results, with the evidence of growing public
concern for an end to disorders and strikes (for which the Com-
munists are often blamed), suggest that there may be a difficult
period ahead for the party. lts prospects are slightly better in
the trade unions, where its supporters have recently tightened
their grip; This and progress towards reuniting the major
trade union federations could improve the Communists' bargain-
ing position in the political arena. However, since the next
generaJ election does not take place until 1973 they probably
see a sitüation of relative calm on both the political and
industrial fronts as providing the best background for their
manoeuvres. The dissensions of 1969, which culminated in the
expulsion of the radical Manifesto group and many of its
sympathisers, was a warning of the threat to the PCI's cohesion
from the Left. lts ma t n concern probably remains that of being
forced on the defensive by the risky activities of the militants
inside and outside the party.

In France, too, the Communists are concerned to avoid being
outflanked on the Left, though there is less danger of this now
than in 1968, when the revolutionary initiative lay with the
students rather than the workers. Like the PCI, the French
Communist Party (PCF) has increasingly turned its attention
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to the formation of a lef t is t front that could effectively challenge
the government, for without allies none, of the left-wing parties
can hope to win power. Yet the PGF's response to the plan of
Socialist-Communist cpoperation put forward by the Socialist
Unification Congress, held near Paris from June'1'1 to 13, was
surprisingly cool.';A statement issued by the party's Political
Bureau on June 17 urged the rank and file, to continue the aearch
for common action with all "workers and democrats", but the
PCF leadership expressed doubts on the true intentions of the
newly-formed Socialist Party on this subject and clearly feels
that as the major partner in any front the PCF is in a strong
bargaining position. , ; - . : - ,

The most successful electoral pact of recent years was that
formed for the Presidential eontest of 1965, when the candidate
of the Lelt, M. MUterand, won enaugh votes - including those
of most Communists - tP make a second round necessary before
General de Gaulle's re-election. Following the Paris, upheavals
of May, 1968i aüd the Spviet-led invasion of Czeehoslovakia,
new rifts appeared in the Lef t, and Comnmunist-SociaUst co-
operation dwindled to a minimum. In the municipal elections
earlier this year various agreements were made between the
PCF and the Socialists for one party's candidate to stand down
in favour of the other's.in order to avoid splitting the vote, but
the pacts were less extensive than the Communists had wished
and remained local rather than natkmal. The Communists clearly
hope that the new French Socialist Party which emerged in mid-
June wiUreventually agree to a more lasting arrangement in-
cluding a common program me. . p . ; : ' : , . • • • • : : ; ; :

Pialogue with rèservatiohs
The Unification Congress had the twin objectives of fusing the

old Socialist Party, .SFKV.led by M.Alain gavary, with M.
Mitterand's Gonvention des Institutions Eépublicaines (ClR)ariid
other smaller "socialist" groups, and of defining the new party's
relationship with the numerically stronger Communist Party.
Superficially, both aims were achieyed f though the cpmposition
of the new 81-mah Directing Cömmittée, in which all currents
of leftist opinion are represented, mky-inake decisions more
difficutt. M. Mitterand was pireferred to the Socialist leader,
M. Savary, for the post of party First Secretary, but hè won only
a narrow victory for his party programme which includes a future
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dialogue with the Communists. It recommended the opening of
talks on the "concrete problems of government" connected with
initiating a Socialist transformation of society and said that the
party was ready to proceed on the basis of a "programme for
government". However, hè added the reservations that the
programme wöuld not be finalised until a special National Con-
vention had been held early in 1972 and that no agreement could
be concladed until the Communists gave adequate assurances of
their attitudes on sovereignty, democratie liberties and free
elections.

This schemé wlll supersede the spasmodtc exchanges between
the two parties over the past two years aimed at establtshing
common ideological ground and goés som«'way towards meeting
the Cóhimunists''demand for a common programme. However,
the P(JF leadership seems to have been disappointed at the
leisurely timescale and it expressed dlssatisfaction at the
ambiguities of the proposal, which it said had been supported
by anti-Communists and opponents of unity as well as those in
favour of a common programme. The Communists' reaction has
made it clear that a political agreement will be f ar from easy.
Indeed, thé PCF would probably have preferred to do business
with M. Mollet (a recent but enthusiastic convert to joint action)
and has misgivings about M. Mitterand, who dealt firmly with
the Communists during his period as Minièter of the interior
under the Fourth Bepublie. Thé PCF continues in its guarded
reaction to hls policies and its deputy head, M. Marchais, has
criticised M. Mitterand'sprovisó that an alliance should be
conditional on the PCF offering pledges of lts respect for
democratie rights. For its part, Moscow seems inclined to en-
courage the formation of any left-wing alliance in France which
would allcrtv the Communists to emerge fronl their political
isolation. Thé response of the Soviet news agency, Tass, to the
proposal put forward by the Unlfication Congress was more
enthusiastic than that of the PCF.

....... COMMUNIST EDITOB BACKS OSTPOLITIK
Most striking confirmatLon so far of the significance which

the Warsaw Pact countries attach to the Federal Government's
Ostpolitik has come from the influential Polish weekly Polityka.
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The. editor of the Waraaw periodical, in a published debate on
the division of Europe and proposed European security conference
with the editor of the London Economist, published simultaneously
in both publications, writes:

In Warsaw the dominant conviction is that the changes which are
now taking place in the relations between the Federal Bepublie
of Germany and the socialist countries are putting an end to the
causés which in the past made it dlfficult to call an all-Ëuropean
conference. Up to nów the initiatlvës,taken to improve the
political climatein;Europe and thé transition to wider'and richer
forms of co-opertóioh,havè befeh frustrated by the German
problehi.

Thé official attitude óf thé previous west German governments
froze every, even the most sensible proposal. By starting the
process of normalizing relations with the east European countries,
by acknowledging the postwar state of affairs in Europe, the
Brandt-Scheel government has had a decis ive influence in bringing
about a complete change in the whole situation on our continent,

For almost a quarter of a century all political ideas, both in
the east and in the west, were conceived in the shadow of the
German problem. Now, as a result of the agreements already
concludedby the Federal Bepublie of Germany wtth thé Soviet
Uriiön and with Póland, the source of cpttotlé^& poïiticaï cdnflicts
between éaat and west is dry ing ̂ . "J ' " ' • ; ! ; i ; i ' ) ; •. , : ' ' ' ' " ' - : : : ' v ' : ' : : ' - '''

Thé yisible improyeniërit ïn thé political climate befwëen the
Federal Bepubjic of Gerlnany and the socialist countries is an
excelleüt cónflTmation of our oft-rep&Éited thesis thït thé acknow^
ledgeméixt bjf West Germany^'öf the postwar stat4 of affiirs in
Europe'is .eéseütial for thé; stréngthéning of^pfeabe^ on our ' '
continent. Speakirig realisticaïiyv the improvements a'lrêady
attained between Bonn and the capitals of the socialist countries,
and the further steps still to come, are de m 61 is hing the last
barrier on the road to an all-European conference.

We have, therefore, a, new, situation in Europe. A néw page
is opening in the history of postwar Europe. '

(German International)
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ECONOMICS

SOLID GROWTH DESPITE HEAVY CQMMITMENTS

by Michael Simmons

There is probably more selfawareness and critical self-
examination present in the discussions going on in the Soviet
Union today about economie planning and management than there
has been at almost any other time in the country's history. The
commitments of the country have meant unprecedented burdens
for the national economy, and H is not surprising that Mr.
Brezhnev, the Party leader, himself should have unequivocally
told the recent Party Congress that there was "an urgent need"
toimprove planning methods.

P^eclsely how this urgent need will be fulfiïled remains an
open question, but the present leadership, in most respects
unchanged since the going of Mr. Khrushchev towards the end
óf 1964, has not hesitated to speak of unres.olved shortcomings
and$roblems.

= Post-waf growth
' ' - v '• ' • \ ' '

This is not to deny, the massive achievements of the country,
particularly In the ppstwar era. Nor is to to deny that e,ven when
the growth rate for industrial output slipped to,7 per cent, a couple
of years agp - against 10 per cent two years before that - that
the in^rease was yery considerable by, say', West European
standards,, The overa.^!,growth rate set for last y.ear'. important
on the Söyiet calendar'a^ ïjenïn's centenary year, .was at 3.3
per cent, one pf the Ipwést ever forecast - but was still high
and, according tó the official statistics, was comfortably
exceedéd. , '.'.. • .. '".'[" . .

But thé burderis, economie as well as military and'political,
undoubtédly do meah pressures and, on occasions, the diversion
of much-needed resources. Leading the working-class move-
ment, like maintaintng the secure frontiers of those countries
under Communist rule, costs mohey. But Mr Brezhnev was able
to assure the Congress delegates that the Soviet Party would
"continue to promote" multi-laterai inter-party ties.

In some respects, the burdens must have been of an unex-
pected nature. Discussing progress on the national economie
front óver the past five-years period, Mr Kosygin, the Prime
Minister, stated that "the aggravated international situation"
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had affected Plan fulfilment. This gave rise, hè said, to the
need to carry through additional measures of a defence character,
calling for "some diversion" of resources and manpower.

Mr Kosygin, not unexpectedly, did not say what "aggravations"
hè was talking about - but it can safely be assumed that the
Soviet-led intervention in Czechoslovakia, the movement of
manpower and military equipment to the long Chinese frontier,
as well as the commitments toassist Egypt, have all meant
unforeseen new spending. An estimate of total Soviet aid to
Egypt, not given by the Russians themselves, but by the Institute
for Strategie Studies, is as high as $ 4, 500m.

Sought co-operation

But the leadership, in its endeavours to maintain secure
frontiers for the socialist camp, has - particularly in the last
year or so - sought to marry its thinking with appeals for co-
operation with the West. If these appeals weré mét, then the
Russians, like the Western leaderships to whöm they are address-
ing themselves, would be able to re-divert resources back into
industry.

They would also, if thëir ends were achieved, be able to enter
into some uncharted^territories só far as international economie
co-bpèration was cóncerned. Thüs, the calls for a European
Security Conference have taken in suggestions that closer
economie and teohnlcal dO-opèration between East and West
could be placed on the agenda. The willingness to discus s
strategie missiles with the Americans, and posstbly to out back
on the numbér^of troops based in'Eürope, cöuld óbvlöusly lead
to significant savings on thé economie front.

; • ' . ' ' " "„* ' . • , i'. . , ' ' • - . -

Conyergence theory

But none of this should be mistaken for any notion that socialism
and capitalism might one day "converge". The cönvergehce
theory is rejected by the Soviet leadership, and Mr Brezhnev,
speakirig of econonilc developments in the non-Communist world,
declared "the general crisis of capitalism has continued to deepen".

On the domestic front, the Russians see computerisation as
one of their most important lifë-lines in the years' ahéad. As What
the East Europeans like to call "the scientific and technical
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revolution" gathers momentum, so the role of electronic .-. •
equipment will increase. Mr Kosygin acknowledged this to
the Congress, when'hè said: - ^

"In the present conditions, the improvement of the system
of planning and economie management requires the broader
application of economie and mathematica! methods, the use of
computers, managerial equipment and advanced means of
com m unica t ion. The use of cbmputetfs will speed up the receipt
and processing of informationj; the elaboratlön of many variants
of the Plan and the flnding of optima! Plan solutibns",

The State Planning Commission, hè went on, as well as the
Commission for Mater ial and Technical Supplies and the Central
Statistical Office, have set up computer departments.In the
newly star.ted five-year period it is planned that at least l, .60,0
autqmated contrpl systems should go intp operation, in industrial
and agricultural product ion units, as weU as in the sectors of
commuolcations, internal trade and transport. ? , ,

EJow this will be achieved, and the precise nature ójffthe'role
to bë giyen to the computer, also remain open questions, .Sifld
are the subject of keen debate in Moscow. Nor is it yet clea,t
where all the computers are tp cpme from, and how sophisticated
they wül be. A large proportion, certainly,, yrtll be produced b,y
domestic manufacturers, ..hut at least an equaïiy 'laï^e proporjion
probably, will be imppited.rTJié appayently'lriiiitiess taïks aïnred
at co-pperatÏ9n held with InternatIónat''^^'^é,fi5 'j^cWij.ë^.^p.mé" ,
months ago must have come as something of a setback tp, the .
planners. '".. , ' ',.,, ; , ' ' ; _ ' : . . " ' " . ' ' ' • ! ' . : ' . - • . ' . ' : ' ' . . . ' . ' , ' ' , . . • - ! , ' • - • '

The chiief aim of doinèstic policiës,, pf cpurse, is'to.achiëye
"fuü Cömmunism", when "èach will receivë accor^ing^to his
needs". Mr Khrushchëv, in animpetuous moment, siiiggested
this might be achieved,by 1980, This date has now been quietly
shelved, and any Party member worth bis fait, in Moscpw or .
ëlsewhere, would ooncede that fixing a.date of suqh a milieniijm,
is a very :d|fficuU exercise. Mr Brezhnev made it plain In his,
report that, despite the failure of certain jcey ecorwmic sefc^ors
.Itp reach tlie targets that wëre set fpr thera in 1966, t^erejibad
been Vappthër great stride forward" in the past f,lye ye^rs. ;put
hè also warned the 6, 000-odd people present that there could be
"long decades dividing the sowing from the haryest'';r ;

In its determination to raise the living and culturai standards
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of the population, the leadership has taken another discernible
step. As other articles in this survey indicate, much stress in the
economie discussions is being laid on the need for more and
better consumer goods. The coming on stream of the huge car
plant on the Volga, built in co-operation with Italy's Fiat and
scheduled soon to produce 660,000 cars a year, is evidence of
this.

In the world economie context, the main centres of what
Moscow calls "imperialist rivalry" .are seen as the U. S., Western
Europe (above all, the Common Market countries) and Japan.
Growth rate comparisqns, however, are gurrently restricted to
the U.S., Britain and West Germany. Comparlsons are not made
for obvious reasons, with Japan, jus t as when the integration and
effectiveness of the Moscow-based Comecon organisation are
being discussed, no comparisons are made with the relattvely
efficiënt Common Market. The latter, after all,, is an organisa-
tion the Eussians would rather did not exist - thpugh there are
indications that a modus vivendi with it might prove acceptable.

Unmentipned reform 's'

There was little specific mention during the Congress of the
economie reform, introduced by Mr Kosygin in September 1965.
This presumably is partly because, as a prograname fpr action,
it is taken as read, and partly - as I was told during a conversation
with senior officials of the State Planning Commission - because
it has produced some of its own difficulties. It did not, fpr one
thing, give a long enoügh perspective for forward planning; it did
not solve the gnawing problems connected with productivity;
and it did nPt go far enoügh to influence the quality - as opposed
to the quanttty—of goods being produced.

Mr Brezhnev, warning that the "class struggle" between
socialism and capitalism was in fact being intensified and this
had to be taken into account, emphasized that there had to be
an improvement in building standards, that there had to be more
efficiënt accounting, that science and technology had to be
mastered, and that living standards had to go up. Even hè, one
fancies, would not be reluctant to admit that secure frontier s
and a strong army are not the only evidence of Soviet might.

(the Financial Times)
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THE WAY TO WIN BUSINESS IN EASTEBN EUBOPE

There seem to be two schools of thought on trade wïth eastern
Europe. The first contends it is the latter day equivalent of the
search for the perpetually elusiyé Hóly Grail. The second sees it
more as a trial by ordeal, from which the salesman who shows
fortitude can emerge with profitable orders and the satisfaction
of knowing that hè has helped cement the growing bonds of
mutual trust between east and west.

The'argum§nts,,of bpth sideè shpiüd be heard with sympathy.
The truüXpfftië.toatter ie the first school terids to cdnsist öï;

people in £h^ c'gnsume,j: goods field, The S^bond Is lairgely made
up from th^ose who t^ade in technologlcal prodücts and industrial
machinefy.; The po int is that éiistèrn Europe nëéds westerh
techijolpgy and riiëciianica.1 know-hpw, Jout regards almost anything
else as superüuousluxüries. ; .''."'

Thinking in Whitehall reflects this. Trade experts by no means
underes,timate th'e diplomatic value or the póténtial piróf lts in east-
west trade, but, at the same time, they are ctia'ry o'f doing tob
much to encourage businessmen to attempt to break into the
market with a range of consumer products.

Trade with eastern Eurdpe - especially in consumer goods -
requires a flexibility of approach that many British companies
find 'hdrd to master. Selling is usually a yery lengthy prooess
- the sotnewhat bureaucratie buying process is unlike anything
found In Britain; the conditions of purehase are stringent; and
often the spectre Of barter looms on the horizson. , .

But recently there have been indications that some Comecon
countries are at last relaxing their policy of clamping down op
private consumption. The ÜSSB,; Poland, Hungafy and Czecho-
slovakia have all acknowlëdged that there are consumf r needs
that must be satisfied and, to a gr ea te r or lesser extent, are •
making plans to put more consumer goods on the market.

This must at'least put new hope into businessmen whose deals
feil by the waysïde, but hope is a pretty useless marketing tooi.
Preparation, market knowledge and flexibility are essential
for trade with eastern Europe. A good case-study is provided
by Personna International (United Ktngdom) - the British
subsidiary of the Philip'Mórris group. Personna, whioh
markets and manufactures such things as razor blades, first
started its campaign to penetrate eastern Europe three years
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ago. lts original approach has helped it build up a valuable bulk
market for its products.

Mr Bay Dallow, Personna's marketing director, says: "We
were looking for new markets. Trade in Britain was not showing
the growth that we wanted and, naturally, we thought of eastern
Europe. We started from square one and decided that as barter
would be the most likely basis for trade, we had better become
experts at barter".

Barter is the main basis for Personna's trade with eastern
Europe. It started off on a simple büateral basis. Personna would
send out razor blades and receive some other commodity in
return, which it wouid then sell elsewhere.

Barter can have bidden advantages. One can make a profit on
the razor blades and profit on the goods one receives in payment.
But the process is fraught with pitfalls and, in barter, the rule
is to has ten slowly.

The sëlling approach is equally important. Patlence is needed,
plus market knowledge and a. reasonable head for languages.
Personna has about four salesmen working on thé eastern
European business. The sales manager, Mr Christopher Smith,
is improving his German, hè speaks adequate French and will
shortly start studying Russian. One salesman already speaks
about six languages and the other two are preparing for language
laboratory courses. Mr Dallow's secretary speaks fluent
Polish and Bussian.

Mr Dallow said: "To sell in eastern Europe, you have to be
known; you must not be pompous in your approach; and you must
be absolutely straight and honest with them. You have to win their
trust, and if you lose it you are completely out out. Samples must
arrive on time and delivery schedules must be adhered to
precisely". :

There is usually a considerable lag between the first approach
and the initial order - if any. Personna decided to expand its
s mail trade with eastern Europe three years ago, but it took
at least a year before its efforts bore any real fruit.

Some businessmen argue that this time lag and the regular
visits that must be made to the purchasing enterprise mean that
the expenses involved in east-west trade are top high to justify
in terms of profit. Mr Dallow agrees that salesmen must make
a number of v Is lts before they can clinch a deal, but denles that
the cost burden Is too heavy.
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He said: "If you try to break into a sophisticated western
market, the costs can be very high. It is not just a matter of
the salesmen's expenses, there are very heavy advertlsing and
marketing costs tobear. This is not the case in dealing with
eastern Europe".

The approach the company takes is to seek to establish dis.tr i-
butorship arrangements with one of the purchasing enteirprises.
This usually entails an initial visit to talk in general terms, plus
regular follow-up visits at, say, tiiree-monthly intervals. Aa a
sales aid the oompany üses literature andülms prepared in the
prospeetivecustomer's own language. , ,

When a deal is proposed the purchasing enterprise submits
a list of gooda it can offer for barter and then Personna's barter
speeialists get.to work. So far they have managed to sell saeh
diverse.products as : machinery, nails,.driedprimes, clothes
pegs, cement sacks and peeled walnuts. . -,.,.;

"Ifc'is a very interesting business", aaid Mr Dallow. "When
you get known as being quite good at barter, you are often
approached by third parties -r people who buy froin eastern
Europe. Usually the .deal is that that they exchange the razor
blades we want to sell for * hè commodity they want to :;buy and
charge us a cpmmission. That way they can make a saving and we
can make a sate". , - .,- , . . • •. - . • . , . - . • -:: .-, •. i > ; . - „ ; ; . : ^ ' . - ' : • . . •..•••:•••

The whote eigmarole seems to ipresent ample opportunities
for complications and confusion but, says Mr Dallow, the
busiaess pays well. One of the advantagès is that it provides
long production rivtos r/'!When you talk of Bussia, you are talkiag
about very big business" - and this eases such problems as
complying with the buyer's packaging requirements.

Personna's best eastern European c ustomer so far is Czecho-
slovakia. Trade, as in other Comecon countries, was initially
channelled into supplytng the "dollar shops" wheré western
goods are sold to the general public in exchange for "hard"
western currencies, But gradually, as a rapport has been establish-
ed, selling outlets have broadened to include ordinary stores
and country cooperatives. So far, Personna have been building
up this rapport through personal contact, though the company is
currently investigating the sales opportunities offered at the big
east European trade fairs. ; . r i

But while their approach is enthusiastic - "The Sjftlesmen we
are after are the self-starters, the young tigers" - it is not
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naive. They realize the pitfalls facing the businessmen in
western Europe - such as the need to be circumspect in all
personal relations there, not only those with. one's business
contacts. They have also had their share of frustrations, for
instance, when a man with whom they had been negotiating for
nine months was transferred to another department, and the
talks went back to square one.

Above all they realize that despite the considerable difference
in business methods, there is no lack of acumen in eastern
Europe. They are chary of the easy deals for hard currency.
Too many suppliers have had their fingers burnt by supplying
goods to eastern European countries only to findthem being
reexported at a profit to the west, Which only goes to prove that
the communists are not against the profit motive providing
it is a public one and earned in the west.

(The Times)

EEG SETS SIGHTS ON EAST EÜBOPE

by Michael Lake
The EEG has agreed in principle to harmonise lts external

trade policy towards the Communist wórld by the end of 1974.
This means that all existlng, bilateral arrangements between
Western and Eastern Europe,.!including Brttain's, would be
superséded. It also means, theoretically, that the Soviet bloc
would bef or eed to> recognise the Common Market,

But the outlook Is by nó means that certaln. Unless there is
major progress towards a political détente in Europe in the
next two and a half years, and unless the Soviet Union undergoes
a radical change of heart, Eastern Europe is unlikely to recog-
nise the EEG in that time.

It is not difficult to detect readiness for a confrontation.
Communist observers say that if the Community countries refuse
to carry on norrral trade without thé umbrella of a Community
mandate then the trade levels will fall off to everyone's mutual
disadvantage - especially that of Western exporters.

Some Western diplomats say the Soviet bloc will be faced
with a fait accompli, but that since our trade balance with the
Communists is generally unf&vourable, and since the proportion
of trade going eastwards is relatively tiny, we should have little
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to lose if the Eastern block played it rough.
It is likely, in the event, that more moderate views will

prevail. Britaln's trade with the Communists is only three per
cent of our total trade, but it is worth £250 millions a year and
some of itsuits us very well.

If, for instance, Bussian supplies of soft wood dried up, we
should be short of this building material by 22 per cent of our
consumption and there could be a crisis in the construction
industry. If we stopped büyïng Soviet diamonds we should lose
the valuable commlssioh we make on rè-exporting them.

The Communists take a predictably gloomy view of the whole
business, partly because SOviet policy dictates that they have to,
and partly becausö they have genuine fears that the ir trade will
be damaged.

One fear is that in harmonising the liberalisation of trade
- doing away with tariff and quota restrictions - the enlarged
Community will harmonise downwards, towards a low common
denominator.

There is still a good deal of trade whieh ia nöt liberalised,
in order to protect home industries from cheap competltion;
the Eastern block fear that the weaker industries and smaller
countries will prevent the bigger, bolder industries aad com-
panies ff*öm góing the whole hog. j )

Trade liberalisation is a continuing problem; much has been
done but the more items f r eed, the eloser you get to the hard core.
For instance we have quota restrictions against Soviet watches
and clocks. Thetr televisie n sets are offered at. £19 against a - . •
minimum ex-faetary price in Britain of £40. Badios are also
heavily restricted. ; . . . - ' :

The recent Opett General Import Lieence lists suchcrêstricted
items as tableware, e name l hollow ware, footwear made of
rubber or plastic material, certain textiles and gloves and
Christmas tree decorations made of glass. ' • ;

But Communist fears that liberalisation will be retarded
in an enlarged Community are dismissed by Western trade
experts. The bigger countries, more ready to liberalise* i
have the politica! weight. In any case there is no provlsipn for
going backwards -for reimposing restrictions on gooda already
freed for trade. ;

Britain has begun negotiations aimed at liberalising trade in
step with the Community, so that should we join oa?;Janüary l,
1973, we should be in line with the Community, open for most
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trade with the Eastern block.
An illustration of how ready is the request Britain has made

for excêptional transitional periods, before full free trade with
the Eastern block - two years for hats and five years for gloves.

Contrary to Communist forebodings, it is also highly likely
that the Community will take steps to try to preserve the Soviet
block's vital sales of food to the West - the main source of
convertible currency with which they buy Western technology.
At the moment Poland stands to lose £25 millions in food sales
to Britain alone.

A Polish delegation has just spent three days at the Depart-
ment of Trade and Industry seeking some assurances for her
sales of butter, bacon and processed food and fruits here.
Britain, for her part, is asking the Community for help in
maintaining Poland's food trade, particularly in bacon, on the
grounds that it is no more excusable to da mag e trade with an old
trading partner like Poland than it is with Australia or New
Zealand.

Indeed the Government is prepared to demand action under
the "disruption clause" which Mr B ippon negotiated specifically
to safeguard Australian exports in order to protect Communist
food exports.

In any case, the general trend is for trade with the Eastern
block to increase rapidly. It is still only a small part of Western
Europels total trade, but it' has ceased to be marginal and is
expanding faster than the Community's trade with the outside
world as a wh,ole.

The realproblem of Êast-West trade remains that the Com-
munists are not producihg the göods we want. Their industïial
exports are frequently out of date and of pöorer quality.
Economie rèforms in Eastern Europe may change things for the
better, but it will take time.

The EÈC CommiSsion believes the most urgent need is a
system of long-term predits to enable the Communist countries
to impö'rt the sophisticated equipment they lack, and thus, in fact,
to beableto trade on a more equal basis.

The Commission believes .that a harmónised policy towards
Eastern Europe will in f act produce, a more dynamic approach
rather than a diminishing of contact s, and that ÈE.C investment,
credit and technological policies should help the Communists
where they need help most.

(The Guardian)
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EAST EUBOPE HAS ITS UNCOMMON MABKET

It has long been a familiar paradox that the so-called capitalist
economies of western Europe have made more progress towards
integration than the planned and supposedly brotherly economies
of eastern Europe. Yet East Europe's Cóuncil of Mutual Economie
Assistance, known in the west as Cómecon, does move haltingly
forward towards forms of economie coordination that can be
seen as a blurred reflection of the Common Market, if the com-
parisOn is not too close.

The latest plan approved in Bucharest and now published in
Moscow maps out a series of intehtions which should help East
Europe to develop her trade and resources more rationally.
The most important of these is for a joint éonvertible currency
backed partially by gold. If this proves workable it should
have considerably more effect on the economie developmënt of
the area than past attempts at planning a rat|onal divisloh of
labour. It should also facilitate east-west trade and could even
remove some of the obstacles to Bussian membership of the
IMF., Stghificahtly, the date for a decision ori a single exchange
ratë for;€omecon currencies is 1980, which is also thé target
date föï? a common currency in the Coirimon Market. Hencë there
is a prospect of two big new convertible currencies emêrglng
to keep compahy with the dollar.

There are maiiy burdles to be clearêd oii the way. In sober
truth Cómecon is not eyen poteritially a ihirror image of the
Common Market, largëly becaüsëit is dominated by the hügé
size and power of the SOviet Union. Integration has tehded to
mean subservienceto Moscow ivhich is ohe feaöon why so many
east Èuropean countries have resisted supra-national bodies.
Moreover, the pattern of trade Is dominated by the Sovièt Ünion's
export of raw materials to East Europe and her iihport of
manufactured goods in return. This inhibïts ïriter^hange of gpods
among East Èuropean eoüntrles and with Western Europe,

More dlfficujlt still, the area's interna! and extèrnal trade has
had to be conducted largëly on a bartëf bas is becaüsë 'M*
currencies have not been convertible. Sürpluses built ttpiix.trade
with One ^countlr^ have not been easily available for birying goöds
from anothér. JEarly effOrts at integration weredevötëd largëly
to trylng tö impóse plans for spëCialization that hadi'^Jittle .
relation to ëcohbmic reallties as the' centralized pl|ns adööted

' . ' T 0;,i --'f'. . T rf ' . , '•'- '
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within each country during the Stalinist period.
The new phase can therefore be seen partly as reflection of the

new attention being given to the market in the various types of
economie reform adopted by different countries in Cómecon. A
mechanism has somehow to be found for coordinating plans in a
way that allows the economies to respond to the national and
international markets and puts their own relations on a true
economie basis.

The trouble at the moment is that each country has its own
eccentric pricing system, often unrelated to real costs and
different for the domestic and foreign trade. Values are so
distorted that U is almost impossible to calculate which goods
can be most profitably exported, or in which country a major
investment should be made. Any steps towards a convertible
currency will therefore have to go hand in hand with reform of
pricing systems. If the currency is to be truly convertible in
the west, the price systems will also have to be related to world
prices. This would be a very big step with considerable political
implications, for in countries where economie power is mostly
in the hands of the state economie reforms are bound in some
degree to be political reforms as well.

(The ITimes)

USSB AWAKENS TO ITS ENVGRONMENTAL PROBLEM

by Boris B. Pusta

S urn ma ry: The Sovièt Union, cover ing öne-sixth of our earth's
battered surface, is now, even more belatedly than the West,
facing up to its grim pollution problem which threatens to
destroy the ecological balance of the whole vast territory.
The main causes are erosion, squandering of timber and water
resources, and growing industrial effluent, coupled with a
traditionally smug belief that Sovièt man can "change Nature"
with impunity.
At long last, man appears to have bëcoire aware of the fa et

that his headiong technological advance has become self-defeating
by destroying his natural environment at an alarm ing rate. The
fatal consequences of the pollution of air, water and soil by
domestic and industrial waste products, the plundering of nafcural
resources for material gain, the destruction of ecological cycles,
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etc., do not need to be recapitulated here. Human depredations
have already resulted in the loss of 500, 000, 000 hectares of
arable land, two thirds of the world's original forestland, and
over 150 species of animals and birds. Whereas Western experts
maintain that this process of environmental destruction is part
of the price being paid for material progress by all societies,
irrespectively of the ir socio-economic system, their Soviet
colleagues claim:

Under socialism, economie development does not take place
for the sake of private ga in but is planned in the interests of
all society for the purpose of achieving a higher Standard of
living for all citizens, as well as for society as a wholê.
Therefore no contradictions can arise between the individual
and society in either the production or the consumption sphere.
Under conditions of a plan-based economy, purposeful and
rational utilization of natural resources is possible. {Mirovava
ekonomika i mezhdunarodnyye otnosheniya, 1971, No. 5,
f. 110)

This optimism is scarcely justified, since there is growing
evidence in the Soviet pres s that the vast natural resources of the
Soviet Union are being plundered at a rapid ra'té for purely
utilitarian purposes as though théy were ihexhaustible and that
this is a source of increasing concern both to the authorities and
to the general public. Beferringto availability óf arable 1&&U'
USSR Minister of Agriculture V. V. Matskevich recently sounded
the alarm:

The area of land suitable for'agricultural use amounts to
608,000,000 hectares, including 224,000, 000 hectares of
arable land. The rapid increase In population, the extensive '
and often searcely justified removal of land from agrieultural
use for various kinds of construction and other non-agricultural
purposes is leading to a perceptible decrease in the area of
arable land. Whereas in 1958 arable land per head of the
population totalled on average 1. 06 hectares, it is- nbw only
0. 94 hectares. This process will inevitably continue.
(Vestnik selskokhozyaistvennoi nauki, 1970, No. 2, p. 19)

Wind and water eros ion is largely r espons ible for this develop-
ment, which in a short space of time can destroy a fertile layer
of soil whieh nature took several thousands of years tb creatë.
As observed by Matskevich himself, in the late fifties, as the
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aftermath of Khrushchev's ill-considered virgin-land campaign,
wind erosion became particularly rampant in the eastern
regions of the country; while the tilling of huge additional areas
of excellent chernozem (black earth) soil increased grain
production considerably, the simultaneous ploughing of large
areas of light sandy and sandy loam soil caused much soil to be
lost through this type of erosion, and over 45, 000, 000 hectares
in these regions are now threatened in this way.

A serious situation also exists in the south and southéast of
the European USSP, where erosion is affecting tens of millions
of hectares of fertile chernozem soil and menacing still greater
areas of arable and pasture land. Experts have calculated that
in the European USSR alone, apprpximately 50,000, 000 hectares
are affected to various degrees by watéi: erosion, and in 1969,
wind erosion hit the southern regipnso^t^e USSR as never
before. According to local agricultural'aüt|iörlties, from
January 2 to 7 of that year, winter crops were completely
destroyed ovef an area of 820, 000 hectares and badly spoiled
over ah area of 634, 000 hectares Ln the Krasnodar aad Stavropol
Krais and the Ros to v Öblast. Considerable damage was alsp
done to irrigation works. In the Krasnqdar., ^rai» 1.527
kilometers of canal were silted up, over 3, OOÖ^OOO cubic meters
of earth having to bè moyed from sïlted-up canals.

Soviet forests are alsp being subject to severe depredation. In
1965 Leonid Lepnov, author of the npvel Russky les (The Russian
Forest) wrote a long article on the subject j,n Literaturnaya
gazeta (March 30, 1965), cha r ging that every year 350, 000, 000
cubic meters of timber were felled, 300, 000, 000 by the state
and the rest by collective farms. A tremendous amount was
wasted: 100, 000,000 cubic meters consisted of wastage in the
form of stumps* twigs, tree crowns and leaves, most of which
was burnt; 170, 000,000 cubic meters were wasted during factory
processing, and one half of the 20,000, 000 cubic meters used
for cellulose were lost, owing to inefficiënt chemical processing
methods. Leonov's words of warning went unheeded, despite the
fact that forests are of tremendous importance for water and
soil conservation. In the USSR, this applies particularly to the
mountainous regions of the Caucasus, Central Asia, the Crimea
and the Carpathians. As Sovetskaya Rossiya wrote (July 17,
1968):
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Immediately after the war, when, on account of the need
to rebuild a shattered economy, the demand for wood was
particularly great, the timber men pounced greedily on the
Caucasus. It was nearer the center, it had roads; where
else should the timber have come from? Disregarding the
warnings of the experts, they felled up to 6, 000, 000 cubic
meters a year. . . Patches of aspen and elder appeared in the
high-standing mountain forests. . . . The regime of the rivers
changed visibly. From bef ngquiet, and even it became
turbulent and flood-like. Without forests, mountains hold no

Fólests.are tifè f & l é . . natura! resource of Abkhaziya (in
GeoVgla)! They coivs erve éie' sou and the last-flqwlng rivers,
and are responsibie ifor the ariea's fayórable cjlmate. The
512,000 hëctóres of Abkha^ziari fbrests rare neverthëless dwindling
at an alarming rate. "In the ten irëars from 1955 tol 965",
reported litetatttrriaya gazeta (Juné 23. 1966), "the ampunt of
timber félled in Abkhazian forests increased by over 15 times,
from 300, OÖÖ to 3, 700, 000 cubfc meters (these f Igures have been
roundëd upy\:

In the course óf: seven'years, over ohe half a milllori hectares
of coniferous fbrést| containing 21, ÖÖÖ, OÖÖ cubic meters of
timber jhave bèeri dëstroyed ;ö^ damaged. . . In the Transbaikal
iregion, the fèlllnë of largë aidèas of forëst. ... ha& led tö ,
ëxtehsi^è wirid è^ösion.'whtcti in places has assumedcata-
strophic propörtiohs: driftlhg sands ,are blanketing f ields and
meadows, and 'many" rivers are dryihg up. (Ibid.V December
13, 1:967)

The situation is no better in Siberia:

In the past ten year s alone, losses of wood during rafting
have amounted to about 2, 000, 000 ciibic meters. In many
places, the bed of the Ka ma is like a parquet floor, being
covered with five to six layers of wdod. (Komsomplskava
pravda, April 20. 1968)

This squandering of timber is outstripping the rate of re-
forestation: , : ; ;

During the past 25 years the total area of unréforested felled
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or burnt areas has amounted to about 18, 000, 000 hectares.
The annual gap between felled and reforested areas continues
to this day. (Ekonomika selskogo khozyaistva, 1970, No. 2,
p. 8)
There is also growing concern in the USSE over water pollution.

In its April 3, 1968, issue, Komsomolskava pravda predicted
that if radical measures we re not taken, the volume of harmful
substances entering the nation's water reserves would increase
six- or seven-fold by 1980. According to another report,
18, 000, 000 cubic meters of unpurified, and millions of cubic
meters of imperfectly purified effluent were being allowed to
flow into bodies of water in the ESFSB every day (Sovetkava
Rossiya, November 14, 1968). Elsewhere we read:

Siberia is a territory extremely rich in fresh water. Accord-
ing to calculations made by the Academy of Sciences of the
USSR, however, in 1968 Siberian industry required 150,000,000
cubic meters of water every day. In the next ten to fifteen
years, Siberian industrial production is to increase six-fold.
Siberian industry will therefore require in a day more water
than the Yenisei and the Ob together carry into the ocean.
This means that in ten to fifteen years Siberia may be deprived
of pure water. (Nedelya, February 24. 1968).

The situation is also acute in such areas as the Urals, the
Central Chernozem Begion, the southern Ukraine and Kazakhstan.
Professors. Vendrov wuote, for example, that

The Volga has an. "effective production" of 253 cubic kilo-
meters of fresh water per year... thicty years ago the national
economy of the USSB swallowed up about one half of the yearly
discharge of the Volga: now it needs one-and-a-half Volgas...
The total annual discharge of all our country's rivers is
4,360 cubic kilometers. For our children the amount of water
would seem to be adequate. If nothing changes, however, it
might not be, for water consumption is growing too
precipitately. (Literaturnaya gazeta. June 17, 1970, p. 11)

When it is considered that, as pointed out by Izvestia (June
16, 1970), "in order to smelt a ton of steel about 300 tons of
water are required,. and in order to grow 100 kilograms of wheat
100 tons of moisture are needed", and that "a large metallurgical
combine uses about 2, 000 million cubic meters of water per year"
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(ibid., February 4, 1967), the fears expressed by Professor
Vendrov begin to make sense. Vendrov drew attentioo to
another danger: :

Hydroelectric power stations on rivers running through flat
areas are large, sometimes grandiose structures. The
current heré is slow, and in order tö obtain a large head of
water, gigantic water reservoirs areïequired. These sharply
afld brutally alter the natura l water system, including the
subterranean regime. This immediately has an impact oh the
soil and the forests, and on the ir inhabitants, as well as the
local cllmate. Tö put it brièfly, we have for some years been
abruptly deströying ecological balarice whichtook thousands
of yêar» to foröi. (Literaturhaya feazeta. Jufae"17. 1970)
Environmental interference has atso had a disastrous effect

on the Soviet fishing industry. A striking example is the Caspian
Sea, on which Candidate of Biological Sciences G; Sibirtsev has
the following to eay:

The Caspian accounts for 90 percent of the world «atch of.
sturgeon and the yield of black caviar, and up to 70-80;
percent of the .vobla (Caspian roach) catch..,. Compared with
pre-war days, however, it contains far less valuable fish
and anima Is: about $.3 times less seals, three times less
bream, 4. 5 times less sazan (a freshwater fish belonging
to the caïp family), 9 tiniês less pikê perch, 10 tïmës less
vobla and* 150 times less herring. The sturgeon haulhas
decreased by three times. White sahnón are virtüally noh-
existent. Ohe-'third of a centuryago, vaiuable fish acöountëd
for 84.4 percent of catches in the Caspian, but npw only 17
percent. (Ibid.)

As reasons for this! disastrous development Sibirtsev gave
the sinking leyel of the Caspian Sea (on January:^; 1970, , .
Komsomolskaya pravda reported that "in recent;decades" it
had fallen by pver two meters and was,"continuing to drop
catastrophically"), unsystematj.c fishing, the po Hut ion of ia-
flowing rivers by industrial effluent, oil pollutiön of fish feeding
grounds in Öie sottthërn Caspian (Sibirtsev dèscrïbed the éea
bed as being "turnêd intbtar") and, first and forenidsï, ttie
diaruption óf the water regime by hydroelectrie pÖvyiër!étaltions
oh the Volgè. The dam óf the Volgograd Hydróëlëctttd I*bwer
Station in paTticular has completely cut off fae.'ufea'Vwhite
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sturgeon), white salmon and herring from their spawning
grounds, and sturgeons and sevruga (a kind of sturgeon) from
many of theirs. The Caspian is not the only Soviet lake the level
of which is dropping as a result of human interference. Since
1961, the level of the Aral Sea has been falling because increasing
quantities of water are being taken from the rivers Amudarya
and Syrdarya for irrigation, industrial and other purposes.
Komsomolskaya pravda (August 11, 1968) reported that in 1968
the level of the Aral Sea dropped by no less than 176 centimeters
and lts volume shrank by 110 cubic kilometers. Lafce Balkhash
is endangered by the construction of the Kapchagai water res-
ervoir and large irrigation works in the lower Ili:

... in the next 7-8 years, 8,000, 000 cubic meters of water
annually will be collected from the Ili for irrigation. The
amount of water taken to fill the water reservoir and irrigate
the bas in of Lake Balkhash, both of which projects are to be
carried out simultaneously during the next 6-8 years, may
reach the dangerous level of 9,600 million cubic meters,
that is, 65 percent of the discharge of all the rivers flowing
into the lake Most probably, in six years time the
Balkhash will be 2.5-3 meters shallower. (Litefaturnaya
gazeta, March 25, 1970)

Among the large bodies of water in the USSR which are
threatened by ruthless exploitation of the environment the huge
Lake Baikal, which contains 23, 000 ciibic kilometers of pure,
transparent and pleasant-tasting water and accounts, in f act,
one-fifth of the world's reserves of fresh water valued at
millions upon millions óf rubles. The lake is now fast being
polluted by factories along its shores, in particular the Baikal
Cellulose Plant, and by rafting operations:

In the last ten years about one-and-a-half million cubic
meters of wood have stink to the böttom. Over 50 rivers with
a total length of 3, 700 kilometers have, as a result of
contamination by timber, lost their spawninjg and fishing
value. (Komsomolskaya pravda. September 19, 1968)
Indiscriminate ploughing and tree-felling are causing er os ion

which is denuding the slopes leading down to the banks of the
lake and increasing the threat of sand drifts. Lake Baikal is on
the way to suffering the same fate as the Great Lakes of North
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America, whose water is sö polluted as to be unfit for man or
fish, the denudation of thelr banks also having led to their
complete salinization. Particularly seriously affected is Lake
Er ie, whlch is almost exactly three-quarters the size of Lake
Baikal.

Thus, although the USSR Is a "socialist" country where economie
development "does not take place för the sake of private gain, '
but is planned in the interests of all society", it is no more
immttne to environmental destruction than the rapaciously
capitalist West. And this brief survey has made no mentlon of
such other evils as the indiscriminate hun t ing of animals and
birds, air pollution in industrial centers and the squandering
of useful minerals. At least the Soviet authorities are conscious
of the menace and anxious to take measures to deal with it. It
is too early, however, to pass judgement on the actual results.

(Instltute for the Study of the USSR)

CAPITALIST MARKETING TODAY

by D. Kostyukhin, Dr. Sc. (Econ.)

The profound changes that have taken place in the structurê
of the capitalist economy and the world capitalist market since
the turp of the century have been reflected in the way in which
the monopolies operate on the market, in their approach to
orgahisiqg their production, financial, sciehtific, technical ,
and marketing activities. s .

At the monopoly stage of capitalist development, the pon-
centration of production and capita! create new conditions on
the market. The monopolies have increasingly moved away from
organising their activities arouhd their prqduction, and are
orientating on marketing and market research, and they are
tryirig to wprk less and less for unknpwn markets.

An important area of sales for the monopolies is the demand
created by the bourgeois state, particularly for arms production.
In many industries, government orders account for the bulk
of the output of the leading corporations. At the same time, other
marketing outlets become better known to the moaopoiies as a
result of their studies of demand and of marketreBearfch into the
changing demand, etc. • "'• '-> "'>''•
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The monopolies are trying increasingly to improve their
system of programming production, which has become a com-
ponent part of their whole system of organisation. Intra-com-
pany programming has now reached a fairly high degree of
perfection.

In programming their production, the monopolies make ex-
tensive use of the latest computing machines. Electronic com^
puters are used on a massive scale, because they mafce it
possible to keep abreast of the dayr-to-day fluctuations in supply
and demand, and even to estimate the inter-sectoral balances
on a national scale.

It was Lenin, who, in his Imperiaiism, the Highest Stage of
Capitalism, stressed the fUndamental changes in the policy
of the monopolies and their attitude to the market, at the
imperialist stage of capitalist development. Lenin said that
concentration had reached a point where an approximate
calculation of all the raw material sourees was being made, and
a rough calculation of the size of the market, which the
monopoly associations divided between them.

Today, this tendency, which Lenin had dis cover ed, has
developed further, reaching massive proportions, and developing
into a "new philosophy" in the whole sphere of business in the
capitalist companies, and which has become known as the system
of "marketing" among bustnessmen and in economie writings
in the capitalist world. This is a product of the imperialist
stage of capitalist development.

In the last few decades, the meaning of "marketing" has under-
gone a fundamental change. The traditional commercial meaning
of "marketing" as a method of sale, which was cóncerned with
finding buyers for the product which the company was capable
of producing. This is becoming the thlng of the past. The
corporation used to be guided by the followirife principle: to
produce as much as possible, to try to "push" the products into
the market by any available means, and to sell them in an un-
known market. •

The modern idea of marketing rejects this approach, regarding
it as onê of the causes of the constant discrepahcy between supply
and demand, as one of the causes of the crisis of ovërpröduction.
The new concept of marketing is based on the principle of organ-
ising the production of goods which can definitely be sold on the
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market. In view of the mass^ve manufacture of products and the
increasingly acute competitIon, the problems that business faces
are not so much the problems of manufacturing a product, as
the possibilities of selling it., : i

The new idea of marketing is that the whole activity of cor-
porations, including t hè ir research and development programmes,
capital investments, finance, use of manpower and also sales
programmes, technical servicing, etc., should be based on a
knowledge of consumer demand, and of any probable changes in
it over the short term. Moreover, pne of the purposes of modern
marketing is to bring out the latent demand among buyers.

Consequently, marketing makes the manufacture of products
functionally dependent on consumer demand. Qn the strength of
this, the apologists of the monopolies get out;to prove that
modern monopoly eapital is allegedly not guided by a drive for
proflt, but by a des ir e to meet the;buyers1 demand, and the
needs of the population. One bourgeois apologist of thts concept,
T. Levitt, says: "The difference betweenselling and marketing
is more than semantic. Selling focusses on the needs of the
seller, marketing on the aeeds of the buyer. Selling is pre-
occupied with the seller's need to convert his product or service
into cash; marketing with the idea of satisfying the needs of the
customer..-..." This idea is a r es uit of wishful thinking by the
apologiets of monopoly capital. Even under the new system of
marketing, the basic aims of the corporations remain the same,
that is, to make the maximum profjt and to achieve a high
degree of competitiveness on the market. Capitalist marketing
is a new instrument, used by the monopolies in fighting for
markets in a new situation, with fundamental changes in the
structure of the capitalist economy, and against the background
of the competition and struggle between the two wprld systems.
The monopolies engage in market and consumerdemand research
in order tp get ahead of their rivals in the fierce battle for
markets,

The modern concept of marketing and lts main functions have
yet to be fully defined. It still needs to be clarified by business
circles and Western economists. A consideratie number of
companies and sales specialiste still assume marketing tp be
no more than a new name for sales activities. In this context
a characteristic definition of marketing can be found in a glos-

i
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sary of business terms, published by the Alexander Hamilton
Institute in the U. S.A., which states that marketing is "the
business activities which are concerned with the flow of goods
and services from producer to consumer".

Writers on advertising frequently state that marketing is a
branch of advertising. Specialists in technical servicing and in
other spheres of business often assume that under present
conditions the term marketing ca n also be applied to their own
particular sphere of activity. In effect, these fields are only
component parts and functions of the new system of marketing,
which is a system of organising all the activities of the modern
giant corporation in manufacturing and selling goods, or in
providing services, on tóe basis of a profound and comprehensive
knowledge of the market and of the actual demand and require-
ments of buyers. The main purpose of marketing is to create
the best possible conditions for the active control of the market
and of prices, to assure the maximum profits for the corpo-
rations.

A new system of marketing envisages the followlng main
elements of organisation and management of corporate activity:

establishing the existing and potential demand for goods and
services through complex research into the state of the market,
and into its future prospect s;

organisation of research and development in developing new
brands and models of products, and organising the manufacture
of these products to meet the consumer demand;

co-ordination and planning of production and finance;
organisation and improvement in the system and methods of

sales and distribution of products;
regulation and direction of all corporate activity, including

management of production, transport, packaging, sales,
advertising, technical and other services and measures to boost
sales.

The modern conception of marketing has placed market research
at the centre of corporate activity. Market research is the
complex study of the market, and implies the study of the market
in all its basic sectors and aspects in order to make the results
of this research available for the formulation and successful
realisation of the whole programme Of corporate activity.

Modern market research is a method formulated in great
detail and designed to ensure an effective solution for all the
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corporation's problems arising out of lts production and sales
activities.

The general scheme of market research includes the following
elements:

the study of the market - the characteristics of the commodity
market and of the product, the demand for new products, the
competitiveness of a given product, the quality of packaging,
the study of rival products, the pogsible new uses of a given
product; - : : - ...•

the study of the capacity of a given market. This includes:
the size of the market, the possibility of expanding the market,
ratio of leading producers in the total sales of the given product
on this market (monopolisation of the market); changes in the
market capacity over a given period;

the study of sales methods: quotas of sales or division of sales
territory, effectiveness of marketing outlets, marketing costs,
storage and other service premises, prices and rebates,
bomises, etc.;

advertising: types and methods of >advertising, advertislng
media and their epmparative effectiveness;

the technical serviclngf of the product; . • < • • ' „
the prospects for developing a gdven branch of the economy:

market forecasting (short-term projections), long-terhi fore-
casting of the market, trends in the development of thé economy,
manpower requiréments, forecasting of profits analysis of the
forecasting of the location of production enterprises and storage
premises, demand from companies; the production at company's
enterprises abroad; .'• , ; '

the study of export markets: products researchy ;size of i
markets, sales methods, advertising and the other aspects u
listed for the domestic market. - - , :

Companies use. the same methods in market research at home
and abroad, but research into export markets is much more
difficult.

The results of market research are taken as a basis for all the
production, finaAce, research and development, advertising,
sales and other cprporate programmes.,In particuiar, they are
used by the Corporation to formulate its programmes and plans
for the manufacture of products, for fixing the;prices and working
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and the extent and the number of modifications and changes in
design of the products, and the amount of research and develop-
ment.

Market research is the basis for determining the basic lines
in the price policy (the level and dynamics of domestic and
export prices), marketing policy and market planning: the most
rational sales methods, choosing the most promising markets,
etc., advertising methods, the organisation pf after-sales
services to provide the consumer with the fullest range of
services in the most rational use and enjoyment of the product.

An example of the modern organisation of the giant
corporation under the new system of marketing is provided by
the U.S. John Deere Corporation, which is owned by four major
corporations manufacturing farming machinery at home, and
which is among the hundred leading corporations in the U.S. A.
The corporation has 20 plants and a ramified s,ales network
across the whole of the U*S. A. The structure of the sales net-
work divides the country into 17 zones, each of which has a
wholesale depot operating as a subsidiary of the corporation.

John Deere formulates long- and short-term programmes
for manufacture and sales of their products. This is done on
the basis of the extensive Information a bout the state and
prospects of the market, which is provided by the 17 zona!
wholesale depots. Using these assessments, the corporation
plants, on the basis of an analysis of the production and sales
of their products for the past year they work out a short-term
programme, for £he year ahead, every three months. These
programmes are Consolidated by the corporation's central
office, and are the basis for the executive decisions on the,
volume of output and sales of products for the 12 months ahead.
Plants may only modify these programmes by a 5-10 per cent
margin. The corporation engages in long-term programming,
draws up fïye-year plans of production, capital investment,
manpower and finance. Let us note that a new five-year
programme is projected every year.

Alongside the long- and short-term programmes for develop-
ing production, the corporation formulates plans for introducing
new technical equipment and the manufacture of new models of
machinery. As a rule, for new products the corporation makes
market forecasting for the next 15 years. The programme for
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the manufacture of new products is based on the forecastlng
of the size of the market and on the rate of prof it which the
corporation can expect to make on the sale of the new product.
Let us note t ha t the time between the decision being taken to
develop a new model to the moment it reaches the farmer, is
about five years. '

John Deere's marketing system is typical of large and medium
corporations in any industry, not only in the U.S.A., but in
other industrialised capitalist countries.

The extent of the market research and the dègree of checking
depends on how developed the monopolies are in the given country.
That is why the new approach to market research, the organ-
isation of cbrporate activity and the ultimate creation of the new
system of marketing was first used in the U.S.A. back in the
1930s, whereas it first became important in Western Europe
only in the 1950s. More than 90 per cent of U. S. corporations
have market research departments, and the Largest corporations
have marketing directors. The monopolies have special
marketing departments to carry on market research, who not
only carry out their own studies of the market with their own
personnel, but als o organise market research through every
sector of the monopoly apparatus, and also use the services of
specialised firms of consultants and specialist research centres
to this end.

The fjlrst corporationsspecialising in the study of the sales
markets arosfe in the U. S. A.; in;the last ten years, their
number nas aïsobeen grötoirig rtpidly in thé WestisEuröpeaö
countriès. In 1967, Britain had over 5, 000 speciallsts engaged
in market research, as compared with aböut 2,000 in IS&C In
1967, ovter 500 British companies Were engalged in füllscale
market research. > !

Special national marketing institutes have been set up in the
U. S. A i and many West European cöuntTies. A large network
of specialised schools is being set up, as well as various
courses on marketing at univérslties and other Institutions of
higher learning associations, etc.

The bourgeois economists1 active elaboration and the
monopolies' application of the new system of marketiüg, with
their urgë to beat their rivals and secure the W^iest prof lts
also Kas another equally important purpose. Thé formulation
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and extensive application of the new system of marketing is
another attempt by the monopolies to find a way of easing or
forestalling crises of overproduction, and of ensuring a balance
between supply and demand under capitalism.

However, no amount of regulatlon of economie development
under capitalism, whether conducted by the bourgeois state or
by the monopolies, can help to avert the operation of the elemental
forces of capitalism and to do away with competition. Nor can it
ensure a balanced development on the scale of the whole economy,
because production continues to be based on capitalist ownership
of the means of production, and the exploitation of wage-labour.

(Foreign Tradë, Moscow)
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CULTURE

SOVIET DUALITY TOWARDS BELIGIOUS BELIEVERS

The ceremonial election of a new AIl-Russian Patriarch
contrasts with the plight of believers in the Soviet Union,
where citizens' rights remain strictly circumscribed.

The enthronement of Patriarch Pimen as head of the Russian
Orthodox Church at the Yelokhovsky Cathedral in Moscow on
June 3 was attended by many foreign ecclesiastics, including
delegates from the Vatican and other Christian denominations,
but by no senior members of the Soviet or East European atheist
régimes. Yet the former Metropolitan of Krutisy and Kolomna,
who the previous day had been elected Patriarch of Moscow and
All Russia by a large gathering of orthodox clergy and laity at the
Zagorsk monastery, is not likely to prove an embarrassment to
the Soviet Government. He has championed its foreign policies
unreservedly at the World Council of Churches and other inter-
national ecumenical meetings. By contrast, the first incumbent
of the post after the 1917 October Revolution, Patriarch Tikhon,
started his tenure of office by excommunicating the Bolshevik
Government and persisted in his defence of the Church's rights
despite his arrest and the execution of many of his followers.

On the eve of his election the 60-year-old Pimen, who as
Acting Patriarch since the death of Alexis in April 1970, had been
a particularly strong candidate, expressed thanks for the
"consistently benevolent attitude" of the Soviet Prime Minister,
Kosygin, towarde the Bussian Orthodox Church. He even declared
that it enjoyed full freedom and that the authorities respected the
law on the free exercise of religious worship. In its account of the
election and enthronement on June 5, the government newspaper,
Izvestia, highlighted equally the Church's appeal to Christians
to struggle against American interference in South-East Asia
and Israeli expansionism in the Middle East.

The presence in Moscow of Cardinal Willebrands, President
of the Vatican's Secretariat for Christian Unity, was in keeping
with the Roman Catholic Church's current policy of maintaining
regular contacts with the Russian Church and reflected the Soviet
Government's encouragement of ecumenical contacts that
enhance its "peaceful" image and can be exploited for the
activities of its front organisatious. The rescinding on June 2 of
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the 300-year-old anathema against the schismatic Old Believers,
and the Church Council's resolution to work for unificatioh with
the Orthodox Church in exile, were other gestures likely to enjoy
gover nment approval, especialïy as a means towards the re-
establishment of central contról over dissident religious groups.
According to the Metropolitan of Leningrad and Novgprod, Nikodim,
Relations with the Old Believers, an extreme conservative group
which opposed Greek influence within the established Bu$sian
Church, were now "sufficiently imprpved" to lift the excom-
munication of 1666. Earlier cïandestine reports indicated .that the
|proup's leadership had been infiltrated and demoralised.

fa The limited freedom of the. Russian Orthodox Church to pursue
l'unity with other Christian denominations for its own sake was
Veflected in the failure to invite a representative of the Archbishop

f Canterbury to attend Patriarch,Pimen's enthronement. One of
the main reasons for the coolness towards the Anglican Church
ftiay have been the publicity given in Britain to the difficulties of
Christians in the Soviet Union. !

Samizdat testimony

Evidence of continuing reUg)ious persec^tion, despite Soviet
constitutional and legal guarantee§, is to be fównd in évery

l number of the underground samizdat publicatión of the civil
i rights movemeof., Chronicle of Ciirrent Events, whose 18th
lissue last April marked three years of regular appearance.
iAlthough not the o^ly voice of the clandéstkie Tnpvemeht, which
Ipublicises.the violations of,hurn,an rights and Spviet law within
Ithe USSR, the Chronicle has proved its rëliability and com-
lórehensiveneas. In mater lal gather ed from all parts of the Soviet
Ifjnion it reyeals the sanctipns use;d by the réginxe to cow

lissenters, notably the confinement pf pplitical prispners in
psychiatrie hospitals, which has npw superseded the cruder

IStalinist reprisals. Two years ago a samizdat document put the
|Émmber of political prisonérs in the Soviejt Union at more than

ilf a million. Chrpniclë No. 18 lists new examples pf arrests
ind persecution of Ukrainian nationalists, Crimean Tatars
ittempting to return to their homelancl fronii séttlements in

iCentral Asia, Jews des ir ing to emigr%te to Israël, persons found
" be in possession pf underground litërature and varipus religious

Igroups.
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Among the last are mentioned the break-away Baptist
Initsiativniki; a Ukrainlan sect akin to the Uniates (who
acknowledge the supremacy of the Pope) kaown as pokutniki;
and some Lithuanian Catholic priests. The latter circulated a
petition from 61 signatories and revealed a fall since 1940 in the
number of seminaries in Lithuania from four to one and the
reduction of students from over 460 to an upper limit of 30. The
Chronicle also reported that a large crowd had attended the
funeral of the 70-year-old Boris Talahtov, a lay member of the
Orthodox Church, who wrote a series of protest letters about
the lack of religieus fréedom in the Soviet Union. He was tried
in September, 1969, for "anti-$oviet propaganda" and (according
to Chronicle No. 10) sentenced to two years in a lafaour camp.

Pretext for trial

Believers are of ten charged under Article 142 of the Criminal
Code - "violation of the laws on separation of Church from State
and school from Church" - which the authorities themselves
frequently infringe. This was one of the accusations levelled
against the well-known Russian religious writer, Church
historian and former priest, A na tol i Livitin-KrasnóV, who was
given a three-year labour camp sentence in May. He had been
released last August after nearly a year's detention under
investigation and hls clandestinely circulated account of how hè
maintained his life of prayer in prlaon may have contributed
to his present conviction. His frienfl, the religious painter Yuri
Titov, was also recently arrested with his wife and confined tö
a mental institution.

The tenacious Initsiativniki, who broke away from the main
Baptist Church in 1965 because they objected to the compromises
of their leaders with the régime, are partïcularly active and
over 500 of their members have suffered imprisonment in the
last ten years. The reprisals taken against them were described
in March 1969, in an appeal to the party leadership, in which
1,453 women signatories said that their children were vietimised
and beaten up at school and sometimes forcibly removed by the
secret police to children's homes. The persecuted Baptists have
a regular samizdat monthly and quarterly and the Council of
Baptist Prisoners'Relatives, which was formed in 1964 and
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held its second congress in Kiev last December, recently
circulated a series of 20 documents appealing against religious
repression.

A new atheist manual for teachers andparents, published in
• Leningrad under the title Children and Beligion, shows that the
ïauthorities are concerned at the persistence of religious
Ipractices among the young, tnough they have found some of the

methods used to eradicate thern counter-productive. The book,
!"produced by the head of the.Faculty of Scientific Atheism, Ethics
land Aesthetics at the Leningrad Pedagogical Ihstitüte, admlts
.t'hat despite half a century of Communist indoctrinatie n only

40 per cent of aJLl school-leavers are "convinced atheists".
at the Orthodox Church, the Baptists and other surviving

sects in the Soyiet Union, the manual recommends that teachers
should treat religious children "like a doctor healing a sick
aerson" - rather than by punishment and discrimination when
larking their work.

Though the Soviet Press is usually reticent about the cases of
religious persecution documented in samizdat, an article in

ommunist Tadzhikistana of May 20 described how a Baptist
religious education meeting in Ordzhonikidzeabad, attended by
ehildren of 5-12 years old from a wide area, was broken up by

"public" - presumably by druzhinniki and other strong-arm
l^volunteers" who watch over these matters. The article
pattacked local Baptist leaders and their "illegal activities"
(religious teaching in schools is for bidden under the Constitution),
juggesting that it was high time for the Procuracy to call the
'fanatics" to account and that social organisations and enterprises

femploying Baptists should examinë theïr record more closely.
It looks as if social and work pressures are to be applied more
Intensively to supplement the legal proceedings used to intimidate

ïlievers.

[ZDAT >CES BEVEAL BELIGIOUS frEBSECUTION

Summary: The many Samizdat documents which are reaching
the West reveal the extent of religious persecution in the Soviet
Union. They also show that the peaceful forms of protest against
this are becoming an important part of the civil rights move-
ment.
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The Soviet Constitution guarantees every citizen the right to
practise his religion and states that anyone who prevents him
from doing so is liable to punishment. Samizdat sources, how-
ever, not only provide evidence of religious persecution but also
show that Soviet laws are so framed as to enable the authorities
to imprison believers for nothing more than the normal practice
of their faith.

Most Samizdat documents on religious matters to reach the West
come from Russian Orthodox and Baptist sources although some
protests have been made by Catholics, Uniates, Jews and Muslims.
Religious pretesters have tended to be preoccupied with their
own denominational affirs. Only a few individuals, notabiy the
religious writer A. E.Levitin (pseudonym Krasnov), have signed
other non-religious protest documents; but it seems probable that,
like national dissidents they will become increasingly a part
of the civil rights movement in the Soviet Union.

Modification of the Constitution is one of the believers' chief
demands because it prevents real freedom of worship. Since May,
1929, when the Constitution was amended to bring it into line
with the still-valid law of April 8, 1929, "Concerning Religious
Associations", "freedom of religious propaganda" has been ex-
cluded. Believers do not have the right to teach religion to
children or to adults (other than in officially recognised seminars).
Soviet believers have also appealed for their Constitutional rights;
petitioned the officially approved religious authorities to allow
a democratically elected hierarchy; appealed for the registration
of illegal sects (such as the dissident Baptists), for the rein-
statement of dismissed churchmen and against the clösüre of
churches.

Imprisonment of believers
Believers are frequently charged under Article 142 of the

Russian Federation Criminal Code (or its equivalent in other
Republican Codes) - "violation of the laws on separation of
Church from State and school from Church" - for which the
maximum punishment is three years' deprivatiqn of freedom.
They may also be charged under Article 227 for encouraging
religious activities "harmful to the health of citizens" or
inciting people "to refuse to participate in social activity or to
fuif il their civic obligations". Since 1961 this has carried a
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maximum sentence of five years' deprivation of liberty or exile.
Some Samizdat documents report sentences of five years under
Article 142 plus five years under Article 227; or five years
under Article 142 plus five years1 exile. Both sentences are
illegal. The longest known sentence on believers were those of
15, 13 and ten years' imprisónment given to leaders of the All-
Russian Social-Christian Union for the Liberation of the People
in Leningrad in 1967 and 1068. This group had produced a
political programnlè for democratie reform.

In prison, believers are often subjected to additional dis-
crimination. In My Tfestimony (published in the West but
circulated clandestinely in the Soviet Union) Anatoli Marchenko
gives some indication of the large numbers of religious
prisoners:

"Religious prisoners are the ones who have been arrested
and tried precisely because of their religion. And what
variety there is. Muslims from the Caucasus and Central
Asia, Orthodox Christians, Baptists, Jehovah's Witnesses,
Evangelists, Sabbatarians and many other s...; Here, in
the cells I was thrown together with a large number of them.
Almost every cell had its Evangelist, Sabbatarian, or
Jehovah's Witness, and in some cells there were s ever al
together. The prison authorities humiliated them in every
possible way. I had seen that on my very first day. Many
believers had a rule that they must wear beards, yet they
were all forcibly s haven while wearing handcuffs".
Accordlng to a protest letter sent to the Presidium of the

Supreme Soviet in 1969 by the imprisoned writers Daniel,
Ginzburg and Galanskqv, bellevers are prohibited from

l receiving any religious literature and may not even have a Bible
while in prison.

One result of putting so many believers in prlsons and labour
camps has been that they have sometimes formed religious
groups there. Mtkhail Sado, servlng a long sentence in one
of the striet régime prison camps for criticising Khrushchev,
founded the All-Russian Social-Christian Alliance, according
to a Samizdat document written and distributed by Alexander
Petrov-Agatov, himself a prisoner.
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Churches closed down
Many churches have been forcibly closed and others are used

for storage, workshops, etc. In nis essay A long the Oka
(published openly only in the West), Solzhenitsyn said the secret
of the peaceful influence of the Russian countryside was in the churches

"But when you get into the village you find that not the living
but the dead greet you from 'afar. The crosses have been
knocked off the roof or twisted out of place long ago. The dome
has been stripped, and there are gaping holes between its
rusty ribs.... The murals over the altar have been washed
by the rains of decades and obscenev inscriptions are scrawled
over them. On the porch there are barrels of lubricating oil
and a tractor is turning towards them. O r else a lorry has
backed in at the church doorway to piek up some sacks. In
one church there is the shudder of lathes. Another is locked
up and silent".
Protests by believers against such treatment are only known

to have succeeded on one occasion - after a Catholic Church in
Belorussia had been turned into a grain-store. According to the
Chronicle of Current Events No. 16 (October, 1970), local
peasants said "they could not live without the chwrch" and refused
to work for several days or to send their children to school.
Eventually the chairman of the collective concerned ordered the
removal of the grain. The church was repaired and the ritual
plate restored.

Dissident Baptists

A great deal of documentation about persecution of their
members has been provided by the Evangelical Christian
Baptists or Inltsiativniki, who broke away from the Baptist
Church in 1965 and have never received official recognitidn. They
have at least two regular Samizdat publicatiOns - including a
monthly, Bratsky Listok, and a quarterly, Vestnik Spaseniya.

The Initsiativniki, who had objected to the comprojnises made
by the leaders of the Baptist Church to placate the Communist
region, are particularly active, and some 500 of them have been
imprisoned since 1961. The repressive measüres taken against
them were described in an appeal to the party leadership by
1,453 women in March, 1969. They said their children were
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victimised and beaten up at school and sometimes forcibly re-
moved from the parents by the KGB (secret police) and placed in
children's homes. They had addressed thousands of petitions
to the authorities begging for an end to persecution but it became
even harsher:

"Fines beyond our means, beatings-up, dismissal from jobs
and institutes, confiscation of flats, arrests of fathers,
husbands and, improbable as it may seem, mothers - this is
the reply we have received so far from you to all our com-
plaints. "

Russian Orthodox Church
Less is known about the treatment of rank-and-file members

of the Orthodox Church but the cases of three leading dissidents
have been reported in the Chronicle. A. E. Levitin, who was
arrested in September, 1969 and subsequently released, but

; whose trial was reported to be imminent by the London Times of
January 18, 1971, has signed a number of protests about the

|;abuse of civil rights in the Soviet Union and about the invasion of
lCzechoslovakla. He was a member of the Act ion Group for the
Defence of Human Rights in thé Soviet Union. After hls arrest,
| a number of documents were circulated attesting to the excellence

of nis character and the legality of his actions. A letter from
seven Christians, addressed to the World Council of Churches
In September, 1969, said:

"Anatoiy Emmanullevich was doing his duty as a Christian
and none of his activities. infrlnged Soviet laws....."
Boris Talantov, a lay member of the Orthodox Church, who

^,wrote a series of protest letters about the lack of religieus free-
i dom in the Soviet Uilion, was tried in September, 1969, for

|allegedly publlshing "antl-Soviet propaganda". Chronicle No. 10
(October, 1969> reported that hè was given a two-year sentence
in a labour camp. •

Neither the charge against the Orthodox priest Pavel Adelheim,
arrested in December, 1969, nor his sentence Is known, but his
character was smeared by Pravda Vostoka (the Uzbek Republican
newspapér) whieh accused him of sadism towards his wife and
children. According to Chroniote No. 13-(April, 1970) however,
his initiative and energy had enabled believers in Kazan to build
a new, stone church. He was
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".... a young, well-educated priest and a good preacher,
enj oyêd great love and authority among hls parishioners.
Hls ecclesiastical activity was beyond reproach from the
viewpoint of civil law".

Ukrainian Uniate Church
Increased activity of the Uniates, who acknowledge the

supremacy of the Pope (but have been illegal since 1945); has
been matched by increased persecution. According to Chronicles
NOS. 7 and 8 (April and June, 1969), priests have been detained
and beaten up by the police. On October 18, 1968, the homes of
ten were searched and religious objects confiscated. In January,
1969, Bishop Velichkovski, who is about 70-years-old and in
poor health, was arrested and sentenced to three years' im-
prisonment for infringing regulations. (Bishop Velichkovski had
been sentenced to ten years' hard labour when the Uniate Church
was forcibly integrated with the Orthodox Church in 1946).

Further Information has come from a Samizdat essay of
January, 1970, Chronicle of Besistance, by Valentin Moroz, a
Ukrainian historian. He condemned the appropriation of religious
works of art from a Uniate Church in the Kiev area, which
belonged to a strongly nationalistic minority, the Hutsuls.
Arguing that religion and national culture had become inseparable
in Eastern Europe, hè said:

"One must inevitably conclude that a fight against the Church
is a f ight against the culture. The anti-religious struggle is,
in fact, a kulturkampf. It is more convenient to destroy the
foundations of a nat ion as a whole under the guise of a struggle
against religion "
According to the Chronicle No. 17 of December, 1970, Moroz

has since received a 14-year sentence for "anti-Soviet agitation
and propaganda". The penalty consists of nine years in a special
régime labour camp and five years' exile.

The Catholic Church
Evidence of the persecution of the Catholic Church, particularly

in Lithuania, emerged in a declaration dated August, 1969, and
signed by 40 priests of the Archdiocese of Vilnius. They said
the Church had been undermined since Lithuania was taken over
by the Soviet Union in 1940. Only two bishops, both nearly 80,
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remained, and neither was permitted to reside in the capital,
Vilnius. Two younger bishops had been deported. In 1940 there
had been 12 bishops, four seminaries and about l, 500 priests.

Only one seminary now existed and restrictions on the dwindling
number of priests made their work difficult. They were not
allowed to assist a neighbouring priest; they could not take part
in meetings or retreats, and bishops were not always permitted
to visit parishes or confer the sacrement of confirmation.

Not one Catechism had been published in Lithuania since the
Soviet takeover, and permission had never been given for the
publication in 1968 of a Missal which was to have carried a brief
exposition of the truths of the Faith. Priests were forbidden
to préparé children for their First Communion and two who did
so, Frs. Gylos and Zdebskis, were sentenced to three years'
forced labour.

Sectarians *
Few Sectarian protest documents have come to light other than

those of the Evangelical Christian Baptists, but Chronicle No.
14 (June, 1970) reported the case of a woman Adventist from
Belorussia who was detained in December, 1969, and illegally
searched. Her monéy was confiscated without a receipt. In April,

f1970, her house was searched and religious Hterature confiscated.
Chronicle No. 15 (August, Ï970) noted that ten-year sentences
had been passed on two wpmen members of the schismatic True

i .Orthodox Church and sentences of ten years and seven years plus
five years' exile on two Jehovah's Witnesses.

Judaism
The first issue of the clandestine Jewish journal Exodus in

April, 1970, described how the synagogue had become the centre
of Jewish spiritual life in the Soviet Union. But it had been
unable fully to answer the people's needs and questions, partly
because "the active hostility of the State towards all religions
in the country is strongest perhaps against Judaism, the
'religion of the enemy from within' ", and f ea r ing repercussions,
the synagogues had been meekly agreeing to all the authorities'
demands. It was also partly due to "advanced assimilation"
which had caused linguistic and cultural alienation between the
synagogues and the Jews (many of whom cannot speak Hebrew
and are not permitted to receive instruction in it from the
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Pabbis or study with them the Jewish observances and traditions).
Some, seeking religion, have been turning to the Orthodox Church -
"one more step on the road to assimilation".

Islam
As in the case of the Uniate Church and Judaism, Islam has close

ties with nationalist aspirations. Clandestine Is lam ie documents
have not reaohed the West, but their existence was revealed by
the Soviet party organ Pravda on March 29, 1970, when it spoke
of one called Extra ets from the Decision of the Congress. This
had been compiled by Murids in the Chechen-Ingush Bepublic
at a secret congress held in the Nazranov district. The document
instructed "every person of Ingush.nationality to comply strictly
with the 'ten commandments' or else break 'all contacts with
other people' ". Following the Soviet custom of attacking religion
by smears or exaggeration, Pravda accused the Murids, who have
fought for national and religieus freedom since the mid-19th
century, of favouring "the kidnapping of young girls, kalym
(bride-money) and blood feuds" - cüstoms virtually obsolete
among Soviet Müslims. '

Some very llmited successes from these protests have been
reported. The officially reqognised Baptist Church, has gained
a smal! measure of independence in the appointment of lts
churchmen - for example, since 1966 its Moscow headquarters
has been staffed solely by Church members. And a few churches
have been saved from closure ör conversion into atheïst
museums.

The continuing existence of the Evangelical Christian Baptist
desplte Increasing persecution may ^Iso be regarded as a
success. Indeed, the activities of believers and the circulation
of clandestine publications have not been reduced by retaliation;
rather, the religious issue has been brought before a wider
audience and more Soviet citizens, especially young intellectuals,
are now taking an interest in religion. <

RUSSIA: TOWABDS HEBËDITABY ELITE
S. S. Voronitsyn

A growing discrepancy is developing in Bussia between the
number of young people finishing secondary school and the
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number who have the opportunity of receiving higher education.
Some two-and-a- quarter mul ion pupils are released each year
by the secondary day schools and a further 700, 000-800, 000
complete their secondary education at evening classes and so-
called "shift schools" or through correspondence courses, giving
a total of about three million, for whom no more than 500,000
full-time study places at higher educational institutions are
available.

The first signs of a serious discrepancy between the number
of pupils leaviog secondary school and that of places available
at higher educational institutions began to appear in the middle
fifties. The present situation is that, although since 1951 the
number of places available for full-time day study at higher
educational institutions has doubled, the number of secondary-
school gr ad ua te s has r is en by 650 percent.

This development will clearly bring social problems in its
wake. There is certain to be widespread disillusionment among
secondary-school leavers who fail to enter a higher educational
institution and who, lacking professional qualiftcations, are
forced to accept unskilled employment. It is therefore not
surprising that many secondary school leavers who fail to secure
admission to a higher educational institution regard this as the
end of all their personal plans and hopes.

This mass of discontented young people is growing year by
year. Aware of the social and economie implications of the
problem, Soviet specialists recommend that vocational training
and psychological preparation for the world of labour be
intens if led in general secondary schools. The educational
authorities are now trying to interest school-children in the less
attractive trades.

At the core of the educational problem in the Soviet Union lies
the influence of social origin on the whole of a young person's
future career. The children of the more privileged social groups
have a far bette r chance of realizing their ambitions than their
less fortunate classmates, i. e., the privileges of the parents are
passed on to the children. This inequality begins in the nursery
schools and reaches its peak when it comes to admission to an
institution of higher education.

On completing the eighth or ninth grade, schoolchildren have
their first opportunity of leaving school. Here, an automatic
process of social selection takes place in that many of those
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from less privileged families have to go out ot work either
because their wages are needed to supplement the family income
or because the ten-year school is too far away from their homes.

In various ways, the odds are heavily in favour of the
children of wealthier and more influential parents. Although
in theory all are equal in the competitive entrance examinations,
admissie n to a higher educational institution often depends not on
intelligence alone but also on a number of social prerequisites
that are largely possessed by certain social groups. The results
of entrance examinations prove that the best chances are enjoyed
by the children of wealthier parents of higher social and cultural
standing, particularly of those living in the larger cities.

The official position and influence of parents, relatives and
friends also play a large and frequently decisive role. As a
Russian journal has observed: "They literally lay siege to the
examination and enrolment commissions and take them by storm.
If this assau.lt is repulsed, the telephone calls begin. At first
the father s and mothers, the grandfathers and grandmothers tele-
phone, then the "influential" "venerable", "responsible" and
"nomenclature" contacts are brought in. They request that
"particular attention" be paid to a certain candidate who did not
get top marks in the school-leaving examination, or that his
"case be reconsidered". These and many other legal, semi-
legal and illegal devices do much to create a social imbalance
among students accepted by higher educational institutions in
the Soviet Union.

It will have become clear that in the sphere of higher
education the Party leaders in the Soviet Union are confronted
with problems somewhat reminiscent of those facing politicians
in capitalist countries that have reached a comparable stage of
economie development: the questions of the "overproduction"
of intellectuals, and the progressive self-isolation of what has
come to be known in the West as the "establishment". On the
former question, it may be said that in the Soviet world such
an "overproduction" of - possibly unruly - intellectuals is
particularly dangerous, since according to the Russian
revolutionary tradition the "intelligentsia", the more highly
educated stratum of society, has a highlydeveloped class
consciousness of its own. As a result, unemployment in this
stratum, which in the non-Communist world is mainly a source
of purely personal difficulties, in Russia rapidly becomes a
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social and hence also a political problem. As to the second,
despite the creation of "preparatory" faculties or departments,
opportunities for receiving a higher education remain largely a
privilege confined to children of the present ruling stratum.

(Freedom,First, Bombay, India)

BEAT MUSIC GAINS IN POPULARÏTY

Since the early 1950s Hungarian youth has been strongly in-
lenced by Western jazz, beat, and pop music. All efforts made

the Hungarian regime t» controi the impact of this music and
canalize the so-called "beat movement" have been ineffectual
s o far. ' • - • ' • ' ' • . • . ; . • . • * ' . • • • " •:-'••••• .•••••.-,:••'•

In Hungary beat music is "more popular nów ttian ever before",
according to an artlcleby journalist Laszlo Hegedös in Magyar
Hirlap {July 28) entitled "Four Thousand Bands, Ati Audience

f Millions. Beat Variatlons", in which hè described the changing
istes of the beat fans and what the amateur bands are doing.
Beat fans, hè satd, 'are becoming more interested in serious

lüsic, because the new trends in beat contain elements both of
serious music and of Jazz. This new approach sterns from a
sound knowledge of the theory of music and is rooted in Hungarian

fmusical education, which is internationally respected. In the
labsence of any serious analysis of beat trends in Hungary,
'cultural propaganda has so for done nothing to guide people's
ftastes in music of this sort. r

Hegedos said that thé establishment óf a "beat aesthetfc" has
suddenly become a topical question, becauae during the last few
months the composltion of the leading beat bands has changed

r remarkably. This may be accompanied by a basic change of style
and by a for mal and substantial enrichment of the genre. The
amateur beat bands, some 4,000 in Mmber, usually imitate the
style adopted by the professional bands and, sIrtce these amateurs
have a steady audience of roughly l, 000,000, the impending
changes on the beat scène will influence the masses.

Listening to beat music is already a habit in Hungary. The
radio and television beat programs attract a large audience, and
relatively cheap imported records, mostly from Britain, are
very popular. The youngsters usually put these discs on tape
by forming groups with 50-100 members which buy records and
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tape-record them in so-called "magno clubs" which have been
set up all over the country onder the aegis of the House of
Culture in Budapest. But such tapes meet the needs of relativëly
few people. About a milllon listen to the amateur beat bahds wMch
play in the youth clubs (of which there are 2, 800), in houses of
culture, at school concerts, in Pioneer houses, and generally in
places of amusement for youth. Som e 74 per cent of those who
play in these bands have some education in classical music and
only 26 per cent are self-taught. Hégedos ended his artiele by
enumeratiag the major difficulties whieh hinder these amateur
enthusiasts from becoming professionals.

In the August 4 isaue of Nepszava, aa article signed Zs.Gv and'
entitled "Discs - From Under the Counter. Hundreds Get Them
but Tens of Thousands Want Them" provides further data on the
great popularity of foreign records of beat,,* Qw ing to the shprtage
of foreign curüency, the; number of these disos, legally'imported
cannot satlsfy the high demand for them, and the black market
l8j f lourishing. The latest long-playing records of foreign beat
bands are among the articlee which are "imppifted" for business
purposes by Hungarian tourists, and the private shopkeepers are
doing excellent business with beat dis es. A smalt Budapest shop
situated ia a cpurtyard* for example, can make a large profit
by lending out records! fo» 50 forint a day for tape ?ecording
purpos.es» and altiflaately selling the same discs at 25CN350 forint
f*fl C 11 < ; ' • , 't'. • ; • ' • ' • • • • ' . . - . . • ' " r f ' 1 • . • , ' , • , • ' • , •• ' . _ , , • p ;

AcwEding to the writes oj thia articlev the official agenöies
for importing and selling beat discs, the Kultura Book and
Newspaper ïïoreign Trade; Enrterparise and the Beeoud Producing
Enterprise,,are guilty of laatity and neglect in this sphere and
are trying to cover thelr default with "cultural^poHtioal ;
excuses". r ••::<.-.•• . - . . • • ; • ; . . , • • " • . . • • , . " ' •'"• "' ' •'

Such artiiBles as the two summarized above demonstrate anew
that Western beat music is casting a tremendous spell over
Hungarian youth and is prese^iBgitfee regime with something of
a probljem.- . • » , . . • . • • ; " • • • - , > , • • ••.<:••*•'' ..-.- •••'.
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UNIVEBSITIES: "NUMERUS CLAUSUS" SUPPOBTS CLASS
SELECTION

The politicization and Spvietization of the system of higher
education, intensified in both the Czech Lands and Slovakia
since the beginning of this year, bas succeeded in nullifying
practically all the progïess made duf ing the time of Czechoslovak
Minister Vladimir Kadlec In 1968 and Czëch Minister ViUbald
Bezdicek in 1969.

, Purges among students and teachers and striet application
M^"class" critëjrla in selecting new students have been , ..''_,'
MÏpplemented by a newly introduced policy of numerus clausus
(i.e., quota restriction). "fhë latter has had an extremely,
serious effect on the divinity and liberal arts disciplines. This
year, the highest number of students since Ï950 finished flxeir
studies, were ordained, or graduated from thé Catholic
Theologlcal Facülties - a total óf 7è students." As .^xpkined by

sthe well-informed Muenchner Kathottscfae Kirchenz^itung
l|ll July 1971) "owing to the fact that numerus cljtusus had

een abolished in, 1968, many more students were able tp study
lèology than coüld do so in the preceding year s; among these
rere a number who had not been allowed to finish their studies
ïarlier". Now, it is unlikely that any more than 25 students
rill be admltted to the, theological faculties.

Michal Gregus, deputy Minister of Education of the Slovak
cialist Republic, has had to admit that a virtually cata-

jtrophic sitiiattótt«xists in the phllosophy department of
pComenius University in Bratislava. Out of a total of i, 434
iapplicants, thé fiioulty has only admltted 460. At the Bratislava
ILaw School, only;290 students were enrolled out of a total of
[950 applicants, only 360 of the l, 10S applicants were admitted

the medlcal school (Pravda, 10 May 1971). :

A few days ago the Prague press and radio released reports
on admisstoas to the largest university in the counftry, Charles
Universityiln Psaïg^le. According tö Vecernl Praha (U July 1971)
4,550 applications were received; thé numerus clausus policy,
however, permits only 2,000 new•d'tüdeoits tó be enrolled. A
Radio Prague commentator, Eva^ Evanova, sald (on 25 July 1971)
that only one eighth of the applicants 'could be admitted to the
philosophy department of Charles University, to thé soclal
science and jóurrialism faculties only one quarter, atid one half
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to the law school. ; ;
On the other hand, applications for the technical faculties feil

short of the number of places available. The Czech Technical
College in Pragüe, which,has long been known for lts, ïiberal
attitude, farëd best in this respect: lts vacancies were 95
per cent filled. At the Brno Technical College the figure was 77
per ceht, and at thé Mining College in Ostrava 55 per cent
(Radio Prague, 25 July 1971).

As far as Slovakia is concerned, exact figures are known only
with regard to the Engineering College of the Technical University
in Bratislava. Thïs faculty was entitled to admit 60b students, but
only 37SappIied. It cah be assumed that the sltuation at the
other faculties is siihtlar.

No change in thé class approach to the seiectlon of new students
at the institutes of higher education, can be expected from the new
Czech Minister of Education, Josef Havlin; nor can it be expected
that the quota'policy will be relaxed, slhce hè was an advocate
of both these fflèasures white hè was stüj Hrbek's deputy,

A commentary broadcast over Radio Hvezda (.22 July 1071)
characterized the current eiirbllment ppllcy at institutes ,öf higher
education as follows: " tlnder a socialist system, it is chiefly
young pêople who have been taught a correct attitude toward Üies

socialist system, the party, and the working class from the
beginning who must study at Institutes of higher education".

CULTUBAL GAP BETWEËN THE MASSES AND ÏHE EtlTE /
IN HUNGARY

The, relation between culture and democracy and the improvet,
ment of the masses' cultural taste through education are two
topics which ar-e much discussed ia Hungaïy. The latest contrib-
ution to this discussion has come f rom/yjlmQs, Farago, an Elet es
Irodalom editor. jw-ho claims that the gap between the cultural
taste of the masses and tbat qf the creative few is wideaiog.

IA an Elet es Irodalom article o£August 7 entMled "The Gap >
Between Good and Bad Taste"v(As izlesttUo>ket smrnya), Farago
gave a r.ather pessimistic pioture of the situation-ajid said that
hopes of; a convergence in cultural, taste had not been fuifilled;
on the contrary, the aituatioH was wörsening, Thesnew Hungarian
poetry, fine art, music, serious plays, and films doüot/meet
a public demaod whieh asks for "comprehensiWe"
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products and tends to accept everything, good and bad alike, that
is offered to it. The responsibility for this situation, according
to Farago, rests on the mechanism which transmits culture to
its consumers. We are unable, hè said, to transmlt "true
culture'1 succeasfully to the broad masses; we fail to layrthe
foundations of good taste in our schools; our mass media fail to
inspire artistic competence; and our resources are inadequate
to allow us to demand high-quality cultural work from those who
are in close contact with the population.

Farago eriticized the ''culttiral sociologists" who have assaiied

Cltural work among the public and the satiation of the masses with
; products they demand. He said that the tnain cause of all the

trouble, according to these pêople, lies in the undemanding
nature of the "mass mati'kori the "little ttoin1', but this luie of
argument is fallacious and löads to an involuptary defense of
the "eiitist culture model" and to the antidemocratic cultural
pes sim is m of the bourgeoisie.

Defending the "culture of the masses", hè argued that genuine
culture cannot be diluted or spoiled by technical tneate such
as the record, radio, televislon, or books through Which tt is
transmitted tathe masses. Nor, hè said, is amateurism ia
acting, singtep, or reciting bad, because tt te a source of vttal
cultural experience.

The sociological concept of the "undemanding, shallow,
nar r ow-minded little man" who demands only trash and ruins
real culture Is baslcally talse, Farago said. He cailed for a
vigorous search to be made for effectlve methods of dis-
seminating culture among the masses.

The provincial daily Nepujsag of Heves County also dealt with
the cultural gap recently. In lts August 4, 5,6 and 8 Issues the
paper carrled a series of artlcles on the interdependence of
culture 'and trade and gave an account of the cultural policy and
practice of the Belles Lettres Publishing House (Szepirodalmi
Konyvklado), the Records Produclng Enterprise (Hanglemezgyarto
Vallalat), the Fine Arts Fund (Kepzomureszeti Alap), and the
National Bureau for the Arrangement of Cultural Events
(Orszagos Rendezo Iroda).

The primary object of these articles was to explore the role
of mo.ney in cultural life and investigate how far cultural
products have been treated as commodlties. It is recognized
that there is no uniform socialist culture In Hungary; conflicting
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cultural traits exist, reflecting the objective reality that
Hungary is not wholly socialist. Relations between culture and
trade and between the arts and the public are not what they •.
should be. In spite of state subsidies, the cultural institutions
and enterprises are compelled to produce lucrative trash in
order to provide the money to support their more "elevated"
activities. The enterprises which are concerned with cultural
values are bound by the same economie fetters as their indus trial
counterparts and consequently have to manage themselves
economically. Money is becoming increasingly important in
relations between culture and the public, and it has therefore •
to be consideredhow the NEM*.s comprehensive system of :

economie regulators;aad indiöators can be refashioned more'
fittingly in the cultural sphere. Organizational weaknesses and
lack of good taste aggravate the situation. Economie measures
alone cannot be expectedlo solve the problem, Nepujsag con-
cluded. , • • ,\ "•-;

tThe articles summarized above give further prooi that a .
lively discussion of the NEM's influence ou'culture and of the
narrowing ofrthe cultural gap between theimasses and the elite
is go ing on ie Hungary, and .that both theorettcal and practical
solationa for the various problem s involved are conatanily being
proposed.
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NEW BOOKS

JAPAN AND THE U. S.A. - PARTNERS AND RIVALS *

K.Popov

"Life demonstrates thQ correctness of t;he Marxist-Lpninist
theory of struggle between the imperialist Powers and betweepi
the capitalist monopolies for spheres of influence. Industrial
and commercial competition is growing sharper, and the
financial and currency war is spreading'; l writes the author
igthis book. , , ,
i^This statement is illustrated by an analysis of the economie
relations between the U.S. A, and Japan in the postwar peripd.
After the surrender in 1945, Japan first found herself in the
po s it ion of junior partner to the U,S-A. During this period the
U.S. A. used these relations to subordinate the Japanese
economy and policy to its own interests,. ,

In the 1960s, however, with the growth of her economie
potential, Japan turned fnto.a dangerous rival of tbep.S.A. The
author shows how the re^ation of forces in the U. S. -Japanese
union is changing.

The book reveals the basis of economie relations between Japan
;and the U.S.A. anda.nalyses the positions these two major Powers
| hold in world trade. in the volume of trade Japan is far behind

the U. S. A . , but in the rate of economie deyelopment she is far
ahead. Accordingto Japanese economists, by 1975 the growth
rates of Japanese foreign trade will have been twice those of the
other develop^d capita,list countries. Japan's trade expansion will
no doubt affect the whole of international trade.

Recently a gjfteat deal has been written in the foreign jjress
about the U. S-V Japanese trade war. the book under review also
devotes much attention to this matter. Not so long ago the main

* S. Ignatushenko, Japan and the U.S.A. - Partners andRivals,
Nauka Publishers, Moscow, 1970, 308 pp. (in Russian).

l International Meeting of the Communist and Werkers'.Parties
(Documents and Materials), Moscow, 1970, R, 296.
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news item about this war was the penetration of Japanese textiie
and various electrical household appliances into the American
market. In the more recent period, Japanese experts to the
U. S. A. have been supplemented with such items as motor cars
(much cheaper than American), precision machines and
mechanisms, optical apparatus, some valuable chemicals and
drugs.

The author shows the changes that have taken place in U. S. -
Japanese trade in recent years. Nowadays, the U.S. A. exports
to Japan mainly Industrial raw materials (oil, scrap metal,
coking coal, cotton and timber), while Japan delivers the most
varied manufactures to thé Ü. S. A.

Bêports have appeared in the foreign press about the threat
of Japanese dumping. In this context, the author writes that
some 45 tö 56 per cent of Japanese exports consist of the cheap-
est goods In the capitalist world (because of very cheap labour
in the country). A special section of the book is devoted to U.S.
anti-dumping measures and their influence on Japanese exports.

Dealing with the Japanese policy of trade libérallsation, the
author believes that with time "U will be more and more difficult
for the Japanese Government and monopoly capita! to defend
their exclusive right tö their home market against the advance
of other industrial countries, particularly against the U.S.A."
(P. 152). T "

At present, the author writes, the penetratioh of U.S. capita!
into Japan is chiefly limited to the petrochemical industry and
electrical engineering. The Japanese legislation in this respect
is the most rigid as compared with all the other industrial
capitalist countries (pp. 212-213).

The book pays special attehtion to the U. S. attempts to Impede
trade between Japan and the socialist countries. And this is an
important poïnt because, in the interest of certain business
groups, the Japanese press spares no effort to camouflage the
real state of affairs and to prove that Japan is not being led by
the Atoericans.

Many big, medium and s mail businessmen in Japan are being
interested in trade with the Soviet Union. It is stated in the book
that under-certain circumstances, which would largely depend
on Japan herself, conditions could be created for the further
development of mutually advantageous economie ties between
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the U. S. S.R. and Japan.

Among the questions requiring special attention and which have
not been adequately dealt with in the book, we should mention
the prospects of economie development in the U. S. A. and its
possible influence on the Japanese economy. This is especially
important because Japan still depends largely on the U.S.A.,
both financially and for imports of raw materials, and there is
a possibility of a new economie crisis hitting the U.S.A.

Despite the optimistic estimates of the economie position of
the Ü:S.A. indulged in government quarters, there are more and
more unfavourable signs causing uncertainty in U. S. business
circles. One should bear in mind that the past world economie
crises (especially those which broke out in 1920 and 1929) hit the
Japanese economy hard. What effect may all this have under the
new conditions in postwar Japan? This is a very complex
question, but it is of special importance in this context.

This book would be useful to those interested in U.S.-Japanese
relations.

(Foreign Trade, Moscow, 1971)


